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1 Introduction 

 

Chapter 1 

 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Energy crisis 

Throughout history, energy in its various forms has been pivotal in driving humanity’s progress 

and sustaining thriving civilizations. The twenty-first century represents a defining period in the 

paradigm of energy utilization, where the methods of production and consumption will shape 

the future of the entire planet. Since the advent of the industrial revolution, many resources 

have been employed to sustain an ever-increasing need for energy at such a rate that the 

Earth’s natural cycles cannot adapt or recover, leading to profound disruptions in the entire 

biosphere. A fundamental change is urgently needed in the paradigm of producing and 

consuming resources, and the supply of secure, clean, sustainable energy is likely the most 

critical challenge that we, as a species, will have to face in the years to come.1 

In 2022, the overall energy consumption of the world was ca. 179,000 TWh. A diverse pool of 

resources was employed to draw this enormous amount of energy (Figure 1.1)2 with oil, coal, 

and natural gas accounting for the majority of the sources (76.6%), followed by an array of 

renewables (19.6%) and nuclear power (3.8%). The intensive exploitation of fossil fuels (oil, 

coal, and gas) for the energy mix poses a problem due to their limited availability and the 

gaseous waste associated with their utilization. Such fossil fuels are formed from organic 

matter derived from prehistoric plants and animals buried under layers of sediments and rock 
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over the course of millions of years.3 The rate at which they are extracted and used today will 

see depletion occur at a much faster timescale than formation, making them a non-renewable 

energy source. In addition, combustion of fossil fuels leads to the release of carbon dioxide 

(CO2) that has been stored in the Earth’s crust for millions of years, thereby disrupting the 

natural carbon cycle. CO2 is a greenhouse gas (GHG) partially responsible for what is known 

as the greenhouse effect, a natural phenomenon keeping the global average temperature at a 

value of 15 °C. Part of the solar irradiation that reaches Earth is absorbed by the surface and 

reemitted toward space, but the majority of this energy is reabsorbed by the atmosphere 

instead of being dispersed and it is converted to heat, which warms the surface of the planet.4 

This is possible thanks to the GHGs present in the atmosphere, able to absorb infrared 

radiation. The main GHGs are water vapor, CO2, methane (CH4), and nitrous oxide (N2O). 

Except water vapor, these gases are emitted at an alarming rate as a result of anthropogenic 

activities, and by accumulating in the atmosphere they enhance the greenhouse effect, leading 

to an increase in the Earth’s surface temperature. Among these, CO2 is by far the most relevant 

emitted GHG, owing to its relatively large concentration and long permanence time in the 

atmosphere.5 CO2 emissions are closely related to fossil fuels consumption and they are 

undoubtedly linked to the increase in global temperature. The atmospheric concentration of 

CO2 has been stable for at least the last 650,000 years, oscillating between 200 and 300 ppm.6 

Then, from the beginning of the industrial revolution (around the 19th century), CO2 started 

accumulating and since the ‘50s the increase became exponential, reaching an average value 

Figure 1.1 Global primary energy consumption by source in 2022. Data from ref. 2. 
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of 417 ppm in 2022.7 As a result, the average temperature nowadays is 1.1 ± 0.2 °C higher 

than pre-industrial times.8 This seemingly small increase is already enough to have a strong 

impact on the whole ecosystem, being the cause of extreme weather events (hurricanes, 

heatwaves, wildfires) that cause victims and damages for billions of dollars.9 If GHGs continue 

to be emitted according to the current climate policies, the temperature increase by 2100 will 

be of 2.5 - 2.9 °C,10 while 2 °C is already enough to cause devastating effects on a global 

scale. 

In the effort of limiting climate change, 196 parties adopted The Paris Agreement in 2015 

during the UN Climate Change Conference, with the goal of containing the temperature 

increase to 1.5 °C by the end of the century. To achieve this ambitious goal, CO2 emissions 

need to be halved by 2030 and reach net zero no later than 2050. At the same time, population 

and energy demand are expected to increase in the next decades, which further complicates 

the challenges ahead. In 2019, a total of 51.1 Gt of carbon dioxide equivalents (CO2e, a 

parameter used to compare GHG emissions with different global warming potential to that of 

CO2) were emitted from a wide range of human activities, from electricity production and 

industry to transportation and agriculture (Figure 1.2).11 Therefore, strategies to limit emissions 

across all the different sectors of modern life are imperative. The International Energy Agency 

(IEA) recently assessed the latest developments across various components of the energy 

Figure 1.2 Greenhouse gas emissions by sector in 2019 expressed in % of the total (51.1 Gt 

of CO2e). Data from ref. 11. 
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system that are pivotal for the transition to clean and renewable energy.12 Out of the more than 

50 components evaluated, only 3 (solar photovoltaics, electric vehicles, and lightning) are 

considered on the right path to achieve the goals set by the Paris Agreement, while a few 

others are experiencing rapid advancement (nuclear, heat pumps, and water electrolyzers). 

These findings depict a picture where progress towards a clean energy economy is gaining 

momentum, but the development of current technologies and emergence of new ones is 

fundamental to significantly limit global warming. 

The general idea associated with the strategies aimed at cutting emissions is that the carbon 

economy needs to shift from linear to circular. To do so, three main paths can be followed: (i) 

decarbonization, (ii) carbon removal, and (iii) carbon recycling.13 (i) Decarbonation consists in 

avoiding the use of resources that eventually result in CO2 emissions, thereby decupling 

energy production from fossil fuels. Instead, renewable sources like photovoltaics, wind 

energy, and hydropower can be used as clean alternatives. However, sun and wind are 

intrinsically intermittent and the electrical energy that can be produced through solar panels 

and wind turbines has to be used immediately or stored. (ii) Carbon dioxide removal (CDR) is 

considered necessary to limit global warming at 1.5 °C.14 CO2 can be captured either from the 

air (direct air capture, DAC)15 or from point sources such as industries working with coal, 

cement, iron, and steel16, which could be done by employing alkaline aqueous solutions or 

solid sorbents.15 After capture, CO2 can be permanently stored underground (carbon capture 

and storage, CCS) in its gaseous form or mineralized into carbonates17. At present, a few 

large-scale CCS plants are operative, but they are all associated with enhanced oil recovery 

(EOR), where CO2 pressure is used to extract additional oil from the wells.18 CCS is a 

promising strategy for net-zero or even net-negative emissions;19 however, the high capture 

costs and the lack of policies and economic incentives greatly limit the market for this 

technology, which will not be viable as long as CCS costs more than emitting CO2.20 (iii) Instead 

of being stored, captured CO2 can be used as a feedstock for the production of high-value 

fuels and chemicals (carbon capture and utilization, CCU), which could be achieved via 
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biological, photochemical, thermochemical, and electrochemical approaches. In nature, 

photosynthetic organisms present an elegant way to transform CO2 in complex organic 

molecules, albeit with a low efficiency (< 1% of solar energy is stored in the final products).21 

By genetically modifying some of these organisms, natural pathways can be improved and 

tuned to yield products such as bio-plastics, bio-alcohols, and bio-diesel.22 A second strategy 

that finds inspiration in nature is artificial photosynthesis, where molecules (metal complexes, 

photosensitizers) and materials (semiconductors) make use of solar irradiation to 

photochemically convert CO2 to carbon monoxide, methane, and formic acid in abiotic 

processes.23,24 At high temperatures, CO2 can be transformed into carbon monoxide via the 

reverse water gas shift reaction, which can then be mixed with H2 to form syngas. This reactive 

mixture is subsequently used to obtain hydrocarbons within the Fischer-Tropsch process or to 

produce methanol.25,26 Lastly, electrochemical conversion involves the use of electric power to 

transform CO2 in high added value products like fuels and feedstock for the chemical industry. 

This approach is particularly interesting because it can be directly coupled with the power 

generated from renewable sources with the possibility of storing the surplus energy in chemical 

bonds for later use, thereby solving the problem of intermittent electricity production. 

Electrochemical CO2 conversion is the focus of the present work, and will be discussed in detail 

in the next sections. 

It is likely that a combination of the three strategies presented here (decarbonization, CCS, 

and CCU) will be needed to significantly reduce emissions and achieve net-zero by 2050. 

Moreover, strong policies will be necessary to discourage the extraction and consumption of 

fossil fuels and endorse the rapid development of technologies for an economy based on 

renewable energy. 
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1.2 CO2 electroreduction 

Electrochemical CO2 reduction (CO2R) offers a sustainable route to generate valuable 

chemical products from CO2, H2O and renewable electricity sources.27,28 However, many 

challenges hinder the commercial-scale implementation of this technology. 

CO2 is the final product of combustion and represents the most oxidized state of carbon. As 

such, it is a thermodynamically stable molecule (ΔGf° = −396 kJ mol−1) that requires a 

significant energy input to reach lower and less stable oxidation states.29 Electricity can be 

used as the energy source to transform CO2 into reduced products, a process that necessitates 

electrons and protons to form chemical bonds in which the electric energy is stored. The first 

comprehensive study of CO2 reduction on metallic surfaces was reported in 1985 by Hori and 

coworkers,30 and since then scientific interest concerning CO2R has seen continued growth. 

1.2.1 CO2R products 

A wide range of relevant carbon products can be obtained from CO2 including carbon 

monoxide (CO), formic acid/formate (HCOOH/HCOO−), methanol (CH3OH), methane (CH4), 

ethylene (C2H4), ethanol (C2H5OH), and propanol (C3H7OH). Among these, multicarbon 

products (species containing more than one carbon atom, C2+) are more appealing due to their 

high market price and considerable annual production (Table 1.1).31 In addition, the volumetric 

energy density increases with the number of carbon atoms (e.g. ethanol has a higher energy 

content than methanol, 21.2 MJ L−1 and 15.8 MJ L−1, respectively).32 Therefore, ethylene and 

ethanol could represent the best products to target in a CO2 reduction system. Ethylene is 

widely employed as a plastic precursor and its current production involves energy-intensive 

processes like steam cracking of petroleum and natural gas (~ 850 °C) and separation 

techniques (distillation, compression).33,34 Ethanol can be used in the transport sector as an 

energy-dense drop-in fuel and today it is mainly obtained through fermentation of biomass.35 

Even though a renewable source is used in this case, the feedstocks employed are starch-
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based crops such as corn, which raises ethical concerns over using a food source for fuel 

production.36 

CO2 electrochemical conversion offers a pathway to obtain these crucial products for the 

economy in a sustainable way, by using waste CO2 and renewable energy. However, the 

industrial feasibility of CO2-derived fuel production will heavily depend on cost-efficient 

processes and cheap, low-carbon electricity in order to compete with the low market prices 

that fossil fuels have today. 

Table 1.1 Market price and production of relevant CO2R products. Data from ref. 31. 

Product Market price / $ kg−1 Annual production / Mt 

CO 0.6 0.8 

HCOOH 0.74 0.6 

CH3OH 0.58 110.0 

CH4 0.22 2350 

C2H4 1.30 140.0 

C2H5OH 1.00 77.0 

C3H7OH 1.43 0.2 

 

1.2.2 Electrocatalysis 

The injection of electrons (e−) into the molecule is required for CO2 activation and subsequent 

reaction. When electricity is used as the driving force to reduce CO2, it is useful to consider the 

standard reduction potentials (E°) for each product (Table 1.2),13 a parameter indicating the 

energy needed to overcome the thermodynamic barrier separating the stable reactant from the 

more energetic products. CO2 activation can be achieved with a first electron transfer to obtain 

the radical anion CO2
•−, a reaction with a very negative E° (−1.90 V vs RHE) indicating the 

thermodynamic stability of the reactant (Equation 1.1).37  
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CO2 + e- → CO2
•−

 E° = −1.90 V vs RHE 1.1 

 

However, usually the reduction is accompanied by proton (H+) transfers that lower the energy 

requirement of the reaction and consequently the standard potentials become more favorable, 

with more positive values for all the products of interest. Nevertheless, the multiple electron 

and proton transfers needed to obtain the products raise the kinetic barrier for the reaction, 

increasing the energy input needed to drive the process.38 Therefore, the resulting overall 

potential can be divided in thermodynamic contribution (E°) and kinetic contribution (termed 

overpotential, see Section 1.2.5). 

Electrocatalysis for CO2R can be distinguished according to the type of electrocatalyst used to 

overcome the energetic barrier of the reaction. Homogeneous catalysis has been thoroughly 

studied over the years and involves the use of molecular catalysts (namely metal complexes 

with organic ligands) that bind and convert CO2.39 These systems provide valuable mechanistic 

insights for the reduction pathways and also benefit from easy tuning and high product 

selectivity.40 However, their low stability, high cost and poor recovery do not make them 

attractive for industrial applications for the time being. Instead, heterogeneous catalysis is 

Table 1.2 Standard reduction potentials for common CO2R products (aqueous solution, pH 

7). Data from ref. 13. 
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better suited for large-scale CO2R owing to the long term activity and robustness of the 

catalysts.41,42 From here, only heterogeneous catalysis will be discussed. 

Heterogeneous catalysts are sorted into two main groups: metallic and non-metallic. Among 

the metallic, some are monometallic (Au, Cu, Fe, In), some bimetallic (AuCu, PdPt), and others 

are ion-modified (Ag-Cl) or oxide (Ag-O) catalysts, while the non-metallic group includes mainly 

carbon-based catalysts (N-doped carbon, carbon nanofibers, B-doped diamond).43 In 

particular, metal catalysts have attracted great interest and have been the subject of many 

investigations, either as flat surfaces,41,44 or nanostructured materials.42,45 Many challenges still 

hinder the development of electrocatalysts with activity, stability and selectivity compatible with 

industrial requirements. Importantly, the active sites and reaction mechanisms of 

heterogeneous catalysts are not easy to elucidate due to the not yet complete understanding 

of the surface-mediated electrochemical processes.43  

Selectivity 

In order to obtain the desired products from CO2 reduction, the Sabatier principle provides the 

basis to identify the best catalysts by connecting the chemical structure with the catalytic 

activity. The principle states that the binding energy between a catalyst and the reactant should 

be neither too strong nor too weak, since if the affinity is too low the reactant will not interact 

with the catalyst surface, while if the bond is too strong the product will not desorb from the 

surface, inhibiting further reaction.46 CO2R usual products span from carbon monoxide (2-

electron transfer) to propanol (18-electron transfer), but even more reduced species such a 

butanol can be formed. Given the wide range of possibilities, it is important to select the right 

catalyst in order to obtain the targeted compounds. Metallic materials can be classified 

according to their product selectivity. Au, Ag, Zn, Pd, and Ga produce mainly CO; Pb, Hg, In, 

Sn, Cd, and Tl are selective towards HCOO−; Ni, Fe, Pt, and Ti do not reduce CO2 and yield 

H2 as the major product.47 Cu is unique among transition metals, as it is the only one capable 

of forming multicarbon products (C2H4, C2H5OH, and C3H7OH) at significant activity alongside 
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monocarbon products (CH4, CO, and HCOO−).47,48 The different selectivity is ascribed to the 

binding affinity of the various metals towards key reaction intermediates (Figure 1.3): adsorbed 

CO (CO*) for CO2R and adsorbed H (H*) for hydrogen production.49 CO- and HCOO−-forming 

elements have slightly negative adsorption energies for CO*, which allows them to release the 

carbon product upon formation (affinity for another intermediate, *OCHO, is important for the 

selectivity of formate, see next section). Conversely, H2-producing metals have a binding 

affinity for H* close to zero, allowing to form and release H2, but they have a strong adsorption 

energy for CO*, which remains bound to the surface and poisons the catalyst. Cu exhibits an 

intermediate combination of a slightly positive affinity for H* and a negative binding energy for 

CO*. In this situation, CO* might stay bound just enough time for it to react with other adsorbed 

CO intermediates, thereby forming multicarbon products.49,50  

 

Figure 1.3 Metal catalyst classification according to the major CO2R product. The binding 

energy of CO* (ΔECO*) and H* (ΔEH*) are reported to rationalize the difference in selectivity. 

Reproduced from ref. 13. 
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1.2.3 Reactions on Cu 

Copper is a highly abundant element in the Earth’s crust, with excellent thermal and electrical 

conductivity.51 As such, it represents an optimal candidate for scalable CO2R. However, given 

its widespread use in the electrical grid, copper is thought to become a critical resource for the 

energy transition and its demand is expected to double by 2035, which would result in higher 

prices and possibly limited availability.52 As Cu will likely be one of the most popular catalysts 

for CO2 conversion, it is important to assess and understand the underlying mechanisms of 

the reaction. In addition, the environment in which CO2R takes place (described in more detail 

in the next sections) influences the process and may also lead to unwanted side-reactions, 

such as H2 evolution; therefore, the variables that determine the reaction conditions must be 

understood in order to control the activity and the selectivity of the conversion. 

Selectivity-controlling parameters 

In the context of CO2R, Cu stands out due to its ability to facilitate C-C coupling, resulting in 

high added-value hydrocarbons and alcohols formation. However, copper displays low 

selectivity for individual products as several carbon species are formed simultaneously. The 

interactions between the catalyst and its environment are complex and many parameters play 

a role in the selectivity including Cu facets,53,54 defective sites,55,56 oxidation states,57–59 doping 

elements,60–62 pH,63–65 applied potential,66 and electrolyte.67 The intrinsic characteristic of the 

Cu catalyst directly affect the product distribution. De Gregorio et al. showed that precise 

control of the facets exposed by Cu nanoparticles (NPs) leads to a drastic change in selectivity, 

with nanocubes exposing the (100) crystal plane being more selective towards ethylene, while 

nanooctahedra presenting the (111) crystal plane favor methane production.53  By introducing 

a high degree of defective sites on a Cu surface, Gu et al. reported a catalyst with a marked 

selectivity towards ethanol and propanol, showing the benefits of having a stepped catalyst 

surface for oxygenated products formation.55 De Luna et al. presented a study in which Cu+ 

species are stabilized within the structure of the catalyst thanks to copper dissolution/electro-

redeposition techniques, allowing to favor ethylene production at fast reaction rates while 
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suppressing methane formation.59 The introduction of heteroatoms can also steer the 

selectivity, as shown by Liang et al. with a copper nitride catalyst that affords an enhanced 

selectivity for multicarbon products as a result of a modified surface electronic structure.60 

Other than the catalyst nature, the conditions in which CO2R is carried out also strongly 

influence the product distribution. The influence of the pH is exemplified by Kas et al. in a report 

that showed how the methane/ethylene production can be tuned by varying the pH at the 

electrode surface, with a preference for ethylene at high pH values.63 Kuhl et al. provided 

insights into the potential-dependent product formation, reporting 16 CO2R products 

encompassing alcohols, aldehydes, and carboxylic acids, indicating how the chosen cathodic 

potential can direct the selectivity.66 The product selectivity is also affected by the electrolyte 

composition, as described by Bui et al. in a study reporting favored C2+ product formation with 

large cations (Cs+) present in solution, while buffering anions (HCO3
−, HPO4

2−) boost methane 

production at the expense of multicarbon products.67 Taken together, all these different effects 

influencing the catalyst selectivity complicate the understanding of the pathways leading from 

CO2 to a specific product. Theoretical methods can prove useful in this context, as they shed 

some light on the reaction mechanisms that might suggest catalyst designs to improve the 

selectivity. 

Reaction pathways 

Theoretical and computational approaches provide helpful insights to rationalize reaction 

pathways, but they too are hindered by the extreme complexity of the reactions on an atomic 

scale (for example, ethylene and ethanol formation are 12-electron/12-proton processes that 

involve many steps and intermediates).68 Even if modeling cannot yet suggest rational catalyst 

design to target specific products, important advancements have been made (Figure 1.4). 

Experimental and computational investigations identified the formation of *CO2
− as the first 

step of reduction on Cu, a reaction in which the linear CO2 assumes a bent, active 

configuration.69,70 CO and HCOO− are the first products to form after CO2 activation, each 

requiring two electrons. After one-electron and one-proton transfer steps to CO2, the resulting 
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intermediate is bound to the surface either via the carbon atom or the oxygen atoms, a 

difference that very likely determines the subsequent product formation.71 Evidence suggests 

that a *COOH intermediate (bound through the C atom) leads to CO production, while *OCHO 

(bound through one or two O atom(s)) results in HCOO− formation. Importantly, heterolytic 

Figure 1.4 Illustration of some suggested pathways for CO2R. Adapted from ref. 68. 
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C−O bond cleavage of *COOH generates the *CO species, which is the precursor of all further 

reduced products (C1 and C2+ species requiring > 2 e−),72 whereas the *OCHO pathway leads 

only to formate, which does not participate in subsequent reduction reactions.73 Further H+- 

and e−-transfers to *CO form *COH and *CHO intermediates, which continue down the CH4 

formation pathway.68 There is general consensus on the fact that surface-bound *CO is a key 

intermediate to obtain C2+ products through C−C coupling, given that its surface coverage is 

thought to be high compared to other intermediates that could result in multicarbon products 

formation (like *COH and *CHO).72,74–76 Dimerization of two *CO species leads to *COCO, 

which can then be reduced and protonated on an O atom or on a C atom, forming *COCOH 

and *COCHO, respectively. The relative stability of these two intermediates is under debate, 

with some groups favoring *COCOH,77,78 and others preferring *COCHO.79,80 While the steps 

described until now have been the object of thorough investigations, less work has been 

dedicated to the competition between ethylene and ethanol, and consensus regarding the 

pathways leading to one product or the other is still lacking. The differences in the various 

suggested mechanisms to C2 products concern mainly the first intermediate (*COCOH or 

*COCHO), the dehydration step (where one O atom of the initial CO2 is lost as water), and the 

steps where the bifurcation between the ethylene and ethanol pathways occurs.68 To give an 

idea of the wide range of proposed mechanisms, the bifurcation is thought to happen as early 

as the reduction/protonation step after *COCHO (5 e−-reduced intermediate), forming glyoxal 

and *COCHOH which ultimately result in ethanol and ethylene, respectively.81 Alternatively, 

the separation point could concern a late and almost completely reduced intermediate, 

*CH2CH2O* (10 e−-reduced intermediate), which upon one H+- and one e−-transfer produces 

CH3CH2O* and *CH2CH2OH, eventually leading to ethylene and ethanol formation, 

respectively.82 Although efforts are still needed to uncover the precise mechanisms of CO2 

reduction, future developments of theoretical and computational techniques might be able to 

provide valuable insights allowing to target specific products. 
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Competitive hydrogen evolution  

As CO2R reduction is often carried out in aqueous environment, the hydrogen evolution 

reaction (HER) becomes a major challenge. The ever-present HER competes for the available 

electrons with CO2R, which may lower the selectivity for carbon products in favor of hydrogen 

production. HER can occur either through the reduction of protons (Equation 1.2) or through 

water reduction (Equation 1.3).83 The importance of this distinction is discussed in Section 1.4. 

2H
+ + 2e

−
 → H2 1.2 

2H2O + 2e
−

 → H2 + 2OH
−
 1.3 

1.2.4 Oxygen evolution reaction 

Reduction processes are always coupled with oxidation reactions that provide the electrons 

needed for the reductive conversion. The oxidation half-reaction that typically accompanies 

CO2R is the oxygen evolution reaction (OER, Equation 1.4). This process requires a large 

energy input to overcome the unfavorable standard reduction potential and sluggish kinetics 

resulting from the several steps needed to form oxygen, which is often viewed as a bottleneck 

for the development of CO2R technologies. Despite this, water is considered the only viable 

source of renewable electrons that is suitable for large-sale applications.84 

2H2O → O2 + 4e
−

 + 4H
+
 E° = 1.23 V vs RHE 1.4 

 

Considering the reductive and oxidative processes described in these sections, the complete 

reaction leading to the production of renewable carbon-based feedstock and fuels is identical 

to the one happening during natural photosynthesis, where CO2 and H2O are combined to form 

organic molecules and O2 (Table A.1). Phototrophic organisms use solar energy to drive the 

process and, ideally, photon will be used to generate sustainable electricity to power CO2R 

devices.  
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1.2.5 CO2R parameters 

Among the many variables that describe an electrocatalytic system, some fundamental 

parameters are used to generally evaluate the performance of a specific electrolyzer: (i) current 

density, (ii) overpotential, and (iii) Faradaic efficiency.20 

(i) The current density (j) of an electrode is defined as the electron flux per unit area (mA cm−2) 

and it reflects the rate of reaction. (ii) The overpotential (η) is the difference between the 

experimentally measured potential and the standard potential for a specific reaction. This 

additional voltage is due to the energy losses within the system caused by mass transfer 

limitations, ohmic resistance, and activation barriers. It is important to reduce the 

overpotentials as much as possible in order to lower the operating energy costs. The full cell 

voltage (Ecell) is an indicator of the energy needed to make the electrolyzer work, which 

accounts for thermodynamic voltage, overpotentials, and resistive losses. (iii) The Faradaic 

efficiency (FE) indicates the fraction of the total electrons supplied to the system that is used 

to form a specific product. Ideally, a reactor should have unit FE for a single product, but often 

the electrons are also used for unwanted side reactions (like HER) or for other carbon products 

formation. 

Other necessary considerations such as single-pass conversion and reactant utilization will be 

described later in Chapter 2. 

 

1.3 CO2R electrolyzer 

CO2 reduction is carried out by applying a voltage across a pair of electrodes in an electrolytic 

cell, also called electrolyzer.38 When performing heterogeneous catalysis, the catalyst is part 

the electrode itself. The design of the cell is important as it influences the CO2 reduction 

process and the overall performance of the device. Four main components usually make up 

the CO2R electrolyzer: a cathode, where the CO2R (reductive half-reaction) takes place; an 
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anode, where OER (oxidative half-reaction) occurs; an aqueous electrolyte solution, which 

allows reactant and products mass transport as well as charge conductivity; and a membrane, 

used to divide the cathodic and the anodic environments.85 Depending on their configuration, 

different setups can be obtained. Some common reactor architectures, depicted in Figure 1.5, 

are H-cells, gas-fed flow cells (or flow cells), and membrane-electrode assembly (MEAs).86 

H-cells 

H-cells (Figure 1.5a) have been extensively employed to evaluate CO2R catalysts 

performance.54,66,85,87,88 Both electrodes consist in a piece of metallic catalyst submerged in the 

electrolyte solution (catholyte and anolyte for cathode and anode, respectively) and the reactor 

is separated in two half-cells by an ionic-exchange membrane (IEM) to avoid product crossover 

between the cell compartments. A three-electrode configuration is typically employed for 

electrochemical measurements, comprising a working electrode (WE), a counter electrode 

(CE) and a reference electrode (RE). In this setup the current flows between the WE and CE, 

while the potential of the WE is measured against the RE. The reaction of interest takes place 

at the WE, therefore in CO2R the cathode is usually the WE, while the anode is the CE. The 

RE is often a Ag/AgCl electrode, which is inserted in the catholyte. During electrolysis, CO2 is 

constantly bubbled in the catholyte through a frit and the solution is stirred to enhance the 

transport of the dissolved CO2 to the cathode for reduction.89 Even though H-cells constitute a 

relatively simple system where CO2R can be tested on different catalysts and in various 

conditions, the low aqueous solubility of CO2 results in low current densities. Since the diluted 

reactant has to diffuse from the bulk of the solution to the electrode, mass transport limitations 

arise due to the low concentration. Industrial settings require high current densities to be 

economically viable, therefore H-cells should be avoided when investigating CO2R for practical 

applications.90 
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Gas-fed flow cells 

Gas-fed flow cells (Figure 1.5b) are inspired by fuel cells and water electrolyzers, and have 

gained much attention in the past years owing to their efficient mass transport that overcomes 

limitations of H-cells.85,91–93 Similarly to H-cells, a three-electrode configuration can be used 

with both cathode and anode in contact with the respective electrolyte solution. However, two 

key differences characterize the gas-fed flow cell setup. First, catholyte and anolyte are 

continuously circulated through the cell in a closed loop involving external liquid reservoirs (one 

Figure 1.5 Common CO2 electrolyzer architectures: (a) H-cell, (b) gas-fed flow cell, and (c) 

membrane-electrode assembly. The CO2 supply method is shown for each configuration. 
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for the catholyte and one for the anolyte). This causes the diffuse layer surrounding the catalyst 

to shrink compared to H-cells, which benefits the mass transport.94 In addition, liquid products 

are quickly removed from the electrode environment, thereby favoring the reaction equilibrium. 

The second important feature is the nature of the cathode, which in this case is a gas-diffusion 

electrode (GDE). With a GDE, a flow of gaseous CO2 provides continuous reactant supply to 

the catalyst by diffusing through the porous GDE, thus establishing a three-phase interface 

(catalyst, electrolyte, CO2) where the catalyst is covered by a thin layer of electrolyte in 

equilibrium with CO2.95 This results in a much shorter diffusion distance for CO2 to reach the 

active catalyst and a greater local CO2 concentration, overcoming the mass transport 

limitations found in H-cells and allowing these configurations to attain current densities in the 

order of hundreds of mA cm−2.28 As shown in Figure 1.5b, the CO2 is usually supplied through 

a gas channel positioned at the back of the gas-diffusion cathode. The most common GDE 

structure (Figure 1.6) found in the literature comprises a catalyst layer (CL), in contact with the 

electrolyte, deposited on a gas-diffusion layer (GDL), facing the CO2 channel.96 In the CL, an 

ionomer or polymer (e.g. Nafion, polytetrafluoroethylene) is added to the catalyst (usually 

Figure 1.6 Illustration of the gas-diffusion electrode structure comprising a nanostructured 

catalyst layer deposited on a gas-diffusion layer. 
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nanoparticles and other nanostructures) acting as a binder to provide adhesion to the GDL. 

The gas-diffusion layer needs to be hydrophobic to prevent the electrolyte from entering the 

gas channel and is usually made of carbon fibers, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), or a 

combination of the two. Deposition of the catalyst on the GDL can be achieved with different 

methods, divided in ink-based and ink-free approaches. When employing an ink (a dispersion 

of the catalyst nanopowder, solvent, and binder), air-brushing, drop-casting and hand-painting 

are viable deposition approaches that influence the resulting CL depending on parameters 

such as solvent evaporation rate and ink composition.95,97 On the other hand, ink-free methods 

encompass electrodeposition, sputtering, and ion-bean deposition.95,98–100 

Membrane-electrode assembly 

A widespread reactor architecture derived from the gas-fed flow cell is the membrane-

electrode assembly (MEA, Figure 1.5c), where both the cathode and the anode are porous 

electrodes pressed against the membrane without any liquid electrolyte separating them.95 

Instead, the membrane acts as a solid electrolyte for ionic transport, while the liquid 

environment for CO2 dissolution and reaction is provided by a solution flowing behind the 

anode. This design results in compact electrolyzers benefiting from a reduced ohmic 

resistance and improved current densities.101,102 

1.3.1 Membranes 

The ionic exchange membrane separating the two cell compartments plays a central role in 

the electrolyzer performance. The primary functions of the membrane are (i) to act as a barrier 

to avoid short-circuiting between the two electrodes, (ii) to prevent product crossover between 

the cell compartments, and (iii) to maintain the current flow in solution via selective ionic 

transport.103 Polymeric IEMs feature fixed ion exchange groups interacting with counterion free 

to move within the matrix of the membrane, and they can be divided in two categories 

depending on the fixed functional groups: cation exchange membranes (CEMs) and anion 

exchange membranes (AEMs). CEMs (Figure 1.7a) are based on polymers bearing negatively 
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charged groups such as sulfonates and phosphonates, which allow the transport of cations 

(usually electrolyte species like protons and alkali metal ions). Conversely, AEMs (Figure 1.7b) 

present positively charged groups such as unsubstituted and substituted ammonium, allowing 

the transport of anionic species (hydroxyl, carbonates). In addition, CEMs and AEMs can be 

combined to form bipolar membranes (BPMs, Figure 1.7c), which greatly restrict crossover 

between the two compartments, while charge conduction is maintained by water formation 

(forward bias) or water dissociation (reverse bias).103 The specific combination of membrane 

and electrolyte solution chosen for the system will influence the CO2R performance. CEMs 

provide a good charge conductivity, but if too many H+ are transferred from anode to cathode 

they might favor HER over CO2R. AEMs avoid this problem and are suited to be employed in 

alkaline electrolytes, however they might transfer CO2-derived carbonate species to the anode, 

negatively impacting the conversion (see Chapter 2). Finally, BPMs provide the advantage of 

blocking any crossover, but they are not yet as developed as the other two kinds of IEM. All 

three membranes can potentially be employed in each of the reactor architectures described 

earlier. 

 

CO2 electrolyzer configurations are varied and each provides insights to design reactors with 

a better reduction performance. However, as already mentioned, H-cells should be avoided 

during optimization for industrial applications, since they do not provide a good representation 

Figure 1.7 Illustration of some common membranes. (a) Cation exchange membrane, (b) 

anion exchange membrane, and (c) bipolar membrane. The BPM can be employed in forward 

bias (1) or reverse bias (2). 
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of the conditions required in larger electrolyzers. Instead, gas-fed flow cells and MEAs are 

more suitable platforms to test catalysts, since by enabling high current densities at moderate 

overpotentials they provide the right conditions for reaction scale-up. 

 

1.4 Local environment 

1.4.1 Electrode/electrolyte interface 

Electrocatalytic CO2 reduction takes place at the cathode/electrolyte interface. Hence, a 

precise understanding of this region is needed to elucidate how the different variables influence 

the conversion. The voltage applied between the two electrodes results in the accumulation of 

positive charges present in solution at the cathode surface, which strongly affects the 

interactions between the solvent and the solute species with the electrode. This leads to the 

establishment of a region called the electrical double layer.38 The cathode/double layer 

structure is usually divided in five sections: the electrode surface, the inner Helmholtz plane 

(IHP), the outer Helmholtz plane (OHP), the diffuse layer, and the bulk solution (Figure 1.8). 

Closest to the cathode, the IHP can contain specifically adsorbed species, solvent molecules, 

solvated ions, reaction intermediates, reactants and products. The OHP is adjacent to the IHP 

and mainly encompasses solvated ions with a charge opposite to that of the electrode (positive, 

in this case) which are not adsorbed and interact with the surface through electrostatic forces. 

The diffuse layer is characterized by concentration gradients of solution species (ions or 

electroactive molecules) that decrease from their bulk value to almost zero at the electrode 

surface. The combination of Helmholtz and diffuse layers form the electrical double layer, 

holding a total charge density that is equal and opposite to that of the cathode, whose structure 

influences surface electrochemical processes.38,104 As CO2R is an inner sphere process, the 

activation and proton- and electron-transfer steps take place within the IHP.38,105,106 
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1.4.2 Current density effects 

The local environment at the cathode changes depending on the current density (i.e. reaction 

rate), and while it is not perturbated at very low current densities, small increases heavily alter 

the conditions at the electrode surface. Therefore, CO2R itself modifies key parameters such 

as the local pH, CO2 concentration and proton donor. 

At very low current densities, the protons needed for the reduction can be supplied from the 

hydronium ions present in the electrolyte. However, as the current increases, depletion of 

hydronium ions quickly occurs and water becomes the main proton donor for the reaction 

(Figure 1.9a), leading to hydroxide generation as a byproduct, which sharply increases the 

local pH independently of the bulk pH value (Figure 1.9b).94 The pH increase is very sharp and 

starts at low current densities (1-2 mA cm−2) even in neutral electrolytes owing to the relatively 

slow diffusion of OH− away from the cathode and towards the bulk. It has been reported that a 

high local pH favors CO and C2+ products, while H2 and CH4 are suppressed.107,108 It is possible 

that this selectivity arises from the fact that water dissociation and H* binding energy (both 

important for HER) are not favored in alkaline conditions, resulting in suppressed HER. 

Figure 1.8 Electrical double layer structure with simplified electrolyte species distribution 

across the different regions. Adapted from ref. 38. 
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Concerning the increased selectivity for multicarbon products, it could be the result of a 

combination of factors such as improved CO onset potentials, modification of CO* binding 

energy and of the energetics of the C-C coupling step. CO2 concentration at the electrode 

decreases due to the conversion to products and the reaction with OH− with subsequent 

(bi)carbonate formation (see Section 1.4.3), two processes enhanced at high current densities. 

Nevertheless, the gas-fed flow cell setup benefits from a more efficient CO2 mass transport 

that limits the concentration drop and assures a constant reactant supply (Figure 1.9c).94 As 

already mentioned, gas-fed flow cells allow the formation of a three-phase environment 

between catalyst, electrolyte and CO2. However, it is worth noting that experimental evidence 

Figure 1.9 Effects of the current density on the local environment of the cathode. (a) Proton 

source for CO2R (and HER), (b) surface pH, and (c) local CO2 concentration. Adapted from 

ref. 94. 
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points towards a two-phase reaction, where CO2 first dissolves in the electrolyte solution and 

then diffuses to react at the electrode surface, rather than reacting from the gas phase. Metallic 

catalysts tend to be hydrophilic when a negative potential is applied, thus the entire catalyst 

layer is likely wetted by the electrolyte during electrolysis. Moreover, it has been shown that 

CO2R takes place mainly in a thin layer within the catalyst, at the backside of the catalyst layer, 

a region closer to the flow of CO2.94 

The hydrogen evolution reaction will also be influenced by the different conditions set by high 

current densities. A preference for HER to follow the water reduction pathway (Equation 1.3) 

over the proton reduction pathway (Equation 1.2) is expected in alkaline conditions when the 

proton concentration is low. However, even at lower pH values this might be the favored 

reaction since the H+ concentration at the electrode decreases during electrolysis due to slow 

mass transport.109,110 It is important to differentiate between water and proton reduction, 

because it has been reported that on copper HER competes with CO2 by following the water 

reduction pathway, even in acidic solutions. In addition, water reduction is partially inhibited by 

CO2R via adsorbed CO species that block active sites on the surface, thereby promoting CO2 

reduction over HER.83 Despite this, HER activity can become predominant due to other factors 

such as the insufficient supply of CO2 and catalyst deactivation. 

1.4.3 Electrolyte and pH effects 

The composition and concentration of the electrolyte solution has an important impact on the 

CO2R process, as it affect electrostatic interactions, buffer ability, pH, and availability of proton 

donors.13 

CO2 can exist in solution in equilibrium between three different forms, depending on the pH of 

the electrolyte (Figure 1.10).111 For a pH lower than 6.4 (i.e. pKa of CO2, formation of H2CO3 is 

neglected due to its low concentrations, as the equilibrium is considerably shifted towards CO2) 

solvated CO2 is the predominant form; between pH 6.4 and 10.3 (pKa of bicarbonate, HCO3
−) 

HCO3
− is the species with the highest concentration; at pH values above 10.3 the equilibrium 
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is shifted towards carbonate (CO3
2−). Hence, the pH is extremely important in determining the 

reaction pathways preferred at the electrode surface, where CO2R and HER are in competition 

for electrons and protons. As already mentioned, a higher pH suppresses HER and favors C2+ 

products, but it also causes CO2 to be consumed in (bi)carbonate production, which might lead 

to selectivity and reactant utilization issues (discussed later in Chapter 2).13 

Ionic solutes are fundamental to provide current flow in solution and thus closing the cell circuit, 

but they also affect catalytic CO2R. Alkali metal cations (Na+, K+, Cs+) have been reported to 

influence activity and selectivity at the electrode. Solvated cations are expected to accumulate 

at the cathode surface (either via specific adsorption or nonspecific interactions) during 

electrolysis, which can lead to active site blockage, modification of the energy barrier for 

reaction steps, or influence of the binding affinity and coverage of reaction intermediates.112 In 

addition, the presence of positively charged ions close to the negative cathode creates intense 

electric fields that further modify the cathode local environment.113 The cations interact with 

CO2R intermediates through electrostatic interactions, promoting the reaction by stabilizing the 

intermediates on the surface, an effect that is enhanced by the size of the ions. This is due to 

the fact that large cations accumulate more favorably at the OHP than smaller ones (according 

to density functional theory, DFT, studies), leading to a more intense electric field.114 Anions 

have a minor impact on CO2R and have been studied less compared to cations. Typical anions 

Figure 1.10 CO2 pH-dependent equilibrium in solution. Adapted from ref. 111. 
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are Cl−, SO4
2−, CO3

2−, HPO4
2− and OH−. It has been suggested that phosphates favor HER 

over CO2R, and that halides might enhance the CO2-to-CO process,115 altering the selectivity 

for CO2R. However, more investigations are needed to have a better understanding of the way 

in which different anions influence the activity of the catalyst.13 

 

1.5 Commercial CO2 conversion 

1.5.1 Industrial requirements 

To be commercially competitive, CO2R electrolyzers will have to run at high current densities 

(100-1000 mA cm−2) to cover the reactor capital cost and have fast reaction rates providing a 

constant product output. At the same time, the system operating costs will be based on the 

electric energy consumption needed to drive the reaction, which determines the energy 

efficiency (EE) of the system. For a reactor forming a single carbon product (e.g. CO), the EE 

depends on the voltage efficiency (VE, linked to the Ecell) and on the FE according to Equations 

1.5 and 1.6:116 

VE = 
Ered

o
 −  Eox

o

Ecell

 1.5 

EE = VE × FECO 1.6 

Where E°red is the standard potential for CO2R to CO (cathodic half-reaction), E°ox is the 

standard potential for OER (anodic half-reaction) and Ecell is the measured cell voltage. 

Therefore, the VE measures how high the operative voltage is compared to the thermodynamic 

requirement of the reactor. While commercial water-splitting electrolyzers operate at EEs 

above 70%, the energy efficiency for CO2R systems is still limited by large cathodic and anodic 

overpotentials. In order to obtain industrially viable reactors, the overall energy requirement 

must be lowered while operating at high current densities. 
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1.5.2 Prototype systems 

CO2R processes have already been demonstrated at a pilot-plant level.117 Examples of purely 

electrochemical systems are provided by Dioxide Materials, with the development of CO- and 

HCOOH-producing reactors. CO2-to-CO was performed at 500 mA cm−2 with an |Ecell| of 3 V 

and a FE of 95% for 3000 h using a Ag catalyst,118 while CO2-to-HCOOH was achieved at 160 

mA cm−2 with an |Ecell| of 3.5 V and a FE of 90% using a Sn catalyst.119 In both cases, an anion 

exchange membrane (Sustainion) was employed to separate the cell compartments. A 

collaboration between Evonik and Siemens produced a hybrid system comprising an 

electrolyzer coupled with a fermenter.120 Syngas with different CO/H2 ratios was 

electrochemically produced at 150 mA cm−2 with an |Ecell| of 5 V. Then, the gas was fed to 

fermenters with different types of bacteria to obtain butanol/hexanol or acetate/ethanol 

mixtures. 

CO2 electroreduction is a fast-growing field. In recent years, the rapid development has been 

driven by the decreasing price of renewable energy, the urgent need to defossilize the 

economy, and the improving performance of the systems. Performant reactor designs with 

highly active catalysts have been fundamental for the advancements and pilot plants 

encourage more efforts to achieve commercialization on a large-scale.121  

 

1.6 Aim of the thesis 

The development of scalable, efficient CO2 reduction systems must progress at a rapid pace 

to put CO2 recycling and conversion technologies at the forefront of the sustainable energy 

transition. Electrochemical CO2R devices are approaching commercialization, but efforts are 

still needed to build optimized reactors forming cheap carbon products able to compete with 

those derived from fossil fuels. In this thesis, strategies oriented towards the optimization of 

reactor performance will be presented. 
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The following chapters deal with key electrolysis parameters such as CO2 utilization, cell 

voltage, and product selectivity. Chapter 2 focuses on improving the CO2 utilization of the 

system, minimizing reactant loss by employing an acid catholyte to prevent permanent CO2 

conversion to (bi)carbonate species and by recycling the unused CO2 bypassing the reactor 

with a simple recovery setup. Given the importance of reactant utilization and recycle, the acid 

electrolyte is featured in all of the systems described in this work. In Chapter 3, the cell voltage 

is addressed through the modification of the electrolyte composition and the type of 

compartment separator. In addition, the idea of using a single electrolyte solution for both cell 

compartments is assessed with the goal of improving the system stability over time. Finally, 

Chapter 4 presents ways to modify the surface of copper nanoparticles with an ionic liquid and 

a phosphonic acid in the effort of directing the catalyst selectivity towards multicarbon products. 
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2 CO2 Recycling from Carbonate 

 

Chapter 2 

 

CO2 Recycling from Carbonate 

 

This chapter was written on the basis of the following paper: Acidic Electroreduction of CO2 to 

Multi-Carbon Products with CO2 Recovery and Recycling from Carbonate, by Alessandro 

Perazio, Charles E. Creissen, Jose Guillermo Rivera de la Cruz, Moritz W. Schreiber, and 

Marc Fontecave, ACS Energy Lett. 8, 2979–2985 (2023).122 

 

2.1 Introduction 

The development of devices such as gas-fed flow cells (here termed flow cells) have made 

CO2 reduction suitable for industrial applications, scale-up and commercialization. Flow cells 

overcome a critical drawback of the more traditional H-cell setup, for which the low solubility 

of CO2 in water (ca. 33 mM) gives rise to mass transport limitations,123 limiting the maximum 

current density achievable to less than 50 mA cm−2.124 On the other hand, in flow cells the CO2 

is not bubbled in solution but rather the gas is supplied through the back of a gas diffusion 

electrode (GDE). The difference between the two supply methods is the effective diffusion 

length for CO2 to reach the electrode surface following depletion from reaction. After reaching  

equilibrium under applied current, in H-cells there is an establishment of a thick diffuse layer 

that limits mass transport of CO2 to the electrode, while in flow cells the diffuse layer thickness 

under working conditions is much smaller due to the enhanced convection given by the liquid 
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flow.94 In addition, having a direct feed of gas means that a high concentration is present close 

to the catalyst, enabling to attain high current densities (hundreds of mA cm−2) at low 

overpotentials (<1 V).125–129 Flow cells are commonly operated with alkaline or neutral pH 

electrolyte solutions. Basic conditions have been preferred because they effectively inhibit 

HER by maintaining a low H+ concentration in solution while also boosting the current density 

and C2+ product selectivity.124,130 However, alkaline conditions prohibit high conversion yields 

due to the unwanted side reaction of CO2 with hydroxide ions, which results in reactant loss 

through the formation of (bi)carbonate. Additionally, this process leads to changing electrolyte 

compositions and pH shifts over time, since OH− ions are ultimately replaced by CO3
2− (Figure 

2.1a, Equations 2.1 and 2.2).131,132 Loosing a significant amount of the reactant through 

(bi)carbonate formation is not economically feasible at industrial scales due to the cost 

associated with the regeneration of the electrolyte (i.e. reconversion of carbonate into CO2), 

which accounts for more than half of the energy required for the electrolyzer in the case of an 

alkaline flow-cell.133 The problem can be partially addressed by decreasing the electrolyte pH 

below the pKa of bicarbonate formation134–136 (pKa CO2 = 6.4)137 so that the thermodynamic 

equilibrium is almost quantitatively shifted towards CO2. In practice, this means employing 

solutions with a pH equal or below 5.5 to ensure a CO2/HCO3
− ratio > 90%. In such acidic 

systems it is important to distinguish the local environment at the electrode surface from the 

Figure 2.1 Schematic comparison of pH-related effects. (a) A Cu GDE interfaced with an 

alkaline bulk pH electrolyte, where (bi)carbonate species form and accumulate in solution. (b) 

A Cu GDE interfaced with an acid bulk pH electrolyte, in which (bi)carbonate species are 

formed and then converted back to r-CO2 by protonation in the bulk solution. 
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bulk solution, especially in terms of pH. When performing electrolysis at high current densities 

(> −150 mA cm−2) in acid solutions, the proton source for CO2R switches from H+ (Equation 

2.3), predominant at the beginning of the electrolysis, to water when the H+ supply becomes 

diffusion limited (Equation 2.4).83 As soon as water is factored into the equation, hydroxide ion 

production starts at a fast rate, resulting in the build-up of a local alkaline layer close to the 

electrode surface. As a consequence, temporary (bi)carbonate formation cannot be avoided 

even in acidic electrolytes.135,138  However, as these species diffuse into the bulk they are 

immediately converted back to CO2 (here termed r-CO2 as this is regenerated) due to the low 

pH (Figure 2.1b, Equations 2.5 and 2.6). By avoiding permanent (bi)carbonate formation, all 

of the feed CO2 is potentially available for reduction. Nevertheless, this is only beneficial for 

the overall conversion to products if the r-CO2 is eventually made available to be reduced at 

the cathode, otherwise it would be simply vented from the reactor, nullifying the advantages 

brought by the regeneration. For this reason, it is important to understand the generation and 

transport of r-CO2 in a gas-fed flow cell by analyzing the composition of the different reactor 

gas outlets.  

Despite the advantages brought by acid electrolytes, the strong H+ concentration in solution 

leads to high selectivity for HER, even in presence of CO2. A simple way to solve this problem 

is the addition of alkali metal salts to the electrolyte solution. Alkali cations are essential to 

suppress HER139,140 in acid solutions and the larger the size of the ion, the stronger the effect.141 

This is due to the higher hydration power that small ions experience when compared with larger 

CO2 + OH
−

 ⇌ HCO3
  −

 2.1 

HCO3
  − + OH

−
 ⇌ CO3

  2− + H2O 2.2 

CO2 + 2H
+
 + 2e

−
 ⇌ CO + H2O 2.3 

CO2 + H2O + 2e
−

 ⇌ CO + 2OH
−
 2.4 

HCO3
  −

+ H
+
 ⇌  r-CO2 + H2O 2.5 

CO3
  2−

+ 2H
+
 ⇌  r-CO2 + H2O 2.6 
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ions (cation radius increases following Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Cs+). A lower hydration ability means 

fewer water molecules surrounding the cation, which in turn increases their ability for 

adsorption on the negatively charged cathode. Positive charges adsorbed on the cathode have 

the effect of repelling protons, and since the rate-limiting step for H2 evolution is H
+
+ e− → H•, 

HER is limited. Furthermore, the adsorbed cations can stabilize the singly reduced first 

intermediate, CO2
•−, which is involved in the rate-limiting step of CO2R, through ion pairing, 

thereby favoring the reaction.141 

The anodic half-cell is not the focus of this work, however, the choice of the anode and the 

anolyte it is interfaced with is important as it also indicates the kind of membrane that can be 

used to separate the cell compartments. So far, most of the existing CO2R devices with flowing 

acidic catholyte have employed cation exchange membranes, which require acidic anolyte 

solutions to provide a constant H+ supply to the catholyte and maintain a low pH.134–136 As a 

consequence, these systems only support the use of acid-stable oxygen evolution reaction 

catalysts that contain expensive precious metals such as Ir or Ru, the cost of which has been 

identified as a barrier to device upscaling in water electrolyzers and therefore could also prove 

problematic for CO2R devices.142 Bipolar membranes avoid this issue as they enable alkaline 

anolyte to be used in combination with acidic catholyte by maintaining a pH gradient through 

the cell. A BPM is composed of a negatively charged cation exchange layer (CEL) and a 

positively charged anion exchange layer (AEL) pressed against each other (Figure 2.2). When 

the membrane is placed in the reactor so that the CEL faces the catholyte and the AEL faces 

the anolyte (reverse bias mode), water molecules are cleaved into H+ and OH− at the interlayer 

(IL, i.e. the space between the CEL and AEL) owing to the potential difference established 

between the two electrodes during electrolysis.143 Subsequently, the ions diffuse either in the 

catholyte (H+) or in the anolyte (OH−) through the CEL and AEL, respectively, which enables 

the simultaneous use of an acid catholyte and basic anolyte and guarantees that the pH 

gradient is maintained over time. Although water dissociation adds a voltage penalty to the cell 

potential, BPMs enable the use of Earth-abundant catalysts for OER, which has been 
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demonstrated in alkaline and neutral flow cells,144–146 and membrane electrode 

assemblies,147,148 but was not described in combination with an acidic catholyte at the 

beginning of this project. Additionally, BPMs avoids crossover of metal ions and cationic 

electrolyte species, which, if not prevented, can negatively impact device performance and 

long-term stability when CEMs are used.149,150 

The combination of acid electrolyte and specific cell setup used in this study highlights a route 

to bypass permanent carbonate formation, as confirmed by a full carbon mass balance. In 

addition, this reveals how r-CO2 could be recovered as a high purity stream from one of the 

outlets, resulting in an easy and straightforward method to recycle and reuse CO2, with the 

products being collected at a different gas outlet. Reducing the feed CO2 flow rate was shown 

to enhance the selectivity towards multicarbon products like ethylene and ethanol, while 

increasing the CO2-to-products conversion. 

 

2.2 Results 

The electrolyzer employed in this work (Figure 2.3) was equipped with a GDE consisting of a 

Cu catalyst deposited on a porous PTFE support. The CO2 was supplied through the back of 

the cathode (PTFE side), while the copper was placed facing the acid catholyte. Separation of  

Figure 2.2 Schematic representation of a BPM used in reverse bias. Water dissociation 

provides protons and hydroxide ions which are supplied to the catholyte and anolyte, 

respectively. Cation exchange layer (CEL), anion exchange layer (AEL), interlayer (IL). 
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the two half-cells with a bipolar membrane enabled the use of an alkaline anolyte (2.5 M KOH, 

pH 14) and a Ni foam anode, on which the OER takes place. The anodic side of the reactor 

was kept constant throughout all experiments, which were performed at a current density of 

−200 mA cm−2.  

 

2.2.1 Catalyst synthesis and characterization 

Cu nanoparticles (NPs), the active catalyst, were prepared using a modified solvothermal 

procedure.151 In brief, an ethanolic solution of copper acetate was heated to different 

temperatures in a Teflon-lined autoclave for 20 h to obtain CuO NPs. The product was obtained 

through the alcohol-assisted thermal decomposition of copper acetate to copper oxide. Ethanol 

reacts with acetate in an esterification reaction to form ethyl acetate, allowing to obtain CuO at 

a considerably lower temperature than the one needed for the same reaction in air.137,151 

Through this approach, various sizes of NPs could be obtained just by changing the reaction 

temperature: 10, 35, 50 and 80 nm (Table 2.1 and Figure A.1) determined via transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM). Among these, the highest selectivity for CO2R over HER was 

obtained for the NPs with an average size of 50 nm (Figure 2.4), and therefore these were 

Figure 2.3 Gas-fed flow cell assembly, where (1) CO2 is reduced to products, (2) CO2 is 

converted to (bi)carbonate, (3) CO2 is regenerated, (4) H2O dissociates in the BPM interlayer, 

(5) protons diffuse through CEL into the catholyte, (6) hydroxide ions diffuse through the AEL 

into the anolyte. 
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chosen for all subsequent experiments. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-prepared 

NPs displayed peaks corresponding to pure CuO (Figure 2.5, top). GDEs were prepared by 

spray-coating the CuO pre-catalyst dispersed in a Nafion-containing methanolic solution onto 

a PTFE membrane to reach a loading of around 2 mg cm−2, corresponding to an approximate 

thickness of 6 μm (Figure 2.6). To obtain metallic Cu, the active catalyst, from the initial oxide, 

an activation step was required, which consisted in running consecutive linear sweep 

voltammograms (LSVs) from −0.5 V to −1.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl until the current response was 

constant (Figure A.2), followed by chronopotentiometry (CP) at −200 mA cm−2 for 1 h in a 3 M 

KCl catholyte solution. The metallic nature of the resulting active catalyst was confirmed by 

XRD (Figure 2.5, bottom). These activated Cu-GDEs were used for all experiments. 

2.2.2 Catholyte selection 

The first catholyte chosen was a 0.5 M KH2PO4 / 2 M KCl solution (pH 4) due to its good 

buffering properties. Employing buffered electrolytes could avoid the formation of an alkaline 

layer on the cathode surface by maintaining the local pH close to the value of the bulk,152 

thereby preventing CO2 conversion to (bi) carbonate. However a deterioration of the initially 

high C2+ product selectivity was observed over time (Figure 2.7). It can be speculated that the 

phosphate species could bind to Cu and alter the surface structure over time,153 but validation 

of this requires additional experiments which are beyond the scope of this research. Sulfate 

anions represent a good alternative to phosphate species as they did not result in loss of C2+  

Table 2.1 Sizes of CuO nanoparticles obtained with the solvothermal synthesis at different 

temperatures.   
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Figure 2.5 X-ray diffraction (XRD) diffractograms for the as-synthesized CuO nanoparticles 

(top, black) and the reduced Cu catalyst after activation (bottom, red). 

Figure 2.4 TEM images of the as-synthesized CuO NPs (a, b) and relative size distribution 

(c). The mean length is 50 nm. 
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selectivity. Thus, phosphate salts were replaced with a low concentration of H2SO4 (0.05 M, 

pH 1) and the effects arising from the addition of varying amounts of KCl were explored at a 

current density of −200 mA cm−2. As previously reported, adding KCl to an acidic solution 

favored CO2R selectivity over HER (Figure 2.8).134,136,154,155 With a H+ concentration equal to 

0.1 M, the addition of 0.5 M KCl was already sufficient to prevent significant H2 evolution, but 

Figure 2.7 Long term electrolysis performed in 0.5 M KH2PO4 / 2 M KCl. The test was carried 

out at with a feed CO2 flow rate of 2.5 mL min−1 at −300 mA cm−2 (Ecell = −8.5 V). Ethylene FE 

is initially high (40%) but it degrades quickly over time 

Figure 2.6 Cross-sectional SEM image of the pre-catalyst deposited on PTFE. The layer of 

the CuO NPs has a thickness of approximately 6 µm. 
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the conductivity of the solution was not optimal, as indicated by the highly negative cell voltage 

(−5.3 V). Increasing the KCl concentration to 3 M diminished the resistance of the solution and 

lowered the cell voltage by 600 mV (−4.7 V) while the high selectivity for multicarbon products 

(52%) was maintained. A catholyte consisting of 0.05 M H2SO4 and 3 M KCl was used for all 

further experiments. 

 

2.2.3 Single-pass conversion 

Once the acidic catholyte composition was optimized, efforts were focused on achieving the 

maximum conversion for CO2 to CO2R products. To evaluate this, a parameter termed the 

single-pass CO2 conversion to CO2R products (SPC) was defined, which describes the yield 

of CO2R products with respect to the amount of CO2 supplied (Equation 2.7). 

Figure 2.8 Effects of varying the KCl concentration in a 0.05 M H2SO4 electrolyte with a 10 

mL min−1 CO2 feed flow rate at −200 mA cm−2. In absence of KCl, CO2R does not occur and 

HER is the only catalytic reaction happening at the cathode. 0.5 M of KCl is already enough 

to suppress H2O reduction, but 3 M yields the same product distribution with a less negative 

Ecell. 
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SPC (%) = ∑ {[(
j
product

 × 60 s

nelectrons × F
 )  ÷ (

flow rate

24.05
)]  × carbon atoms × 100} 2.7 

In order to obtain the total SPC, the single pass conversion values for each carbon product 

were summed. In Equation 2.7, jproduct is the partial current density (mA cm−2) for a specific 

product, nelectrons is the number of electrons needed for its production, F is the Faraday constant, 

the flow rate is the one chosen for the feed CO2 (mL min−1), and 24.05 is the molar volume of 

a gas (L) at normal temperature and pressure. In addition, a second parameter called CO2 

utilization was defined as the ratio of CO2 used for reaction to the CO2 available, calculated 

according to Equation 2.8, in which ṅCO
2
total (nmol s−1) is the molar flow of CO2 available for 

reaction (including r-CO2 in the case of recycling, see below) and ṅCO
2
unused (nmol s−1) is the 

molar flow of CO2 that does not contribute to products and is vented from the system. It is 

important to note that the utilization is equivalent to the SPC when r-CO2 is lost through the 

reactor outlets after regeneration, while they differ for a system equipped for r-CO2 recovery 

and recycle. 

First, the system single-pass conversion to CO2R products was optimized by altering the CO2 

feed flow rate at a constant current density of −200 mA cm−2. The idea is that by limiting the 

amount of CO2 supplied to the cell while keeping constant the amount of electrons available 

for reduction (i.e. fixed current density), a greater proportion of the feed CO2 is used to form 

products instead of bypassing the cell without being reduced (for more details see Section 2.3). 

As expected, decreasing the flow rate from 10 mL min−1 to 1.25 mL min−1 increased the SPC 

to reach a value of (29 ± 3)% at 1.25 mL min−1 (Figure 2.9a), which is consistent with the fact 

that a higher proportion of the feed CO2 is reacting at lower flow rates. However, surprisingly, 

decreasing the flow rate to 1 mL min−1 did not lead to a higher SPC, which instead plateaued 

around 29%. This was ascribed to the insufficient amount of CO2 available for reaction at the 

utilization (%) =
ṅCO2 total − ṅCO2 unused

ṅCO2 total

 × 100 2.8 
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electrode surface, resulting in surplus electrons being used to drive H2 evolution instead of 

CO2 reduction. An interesting dependence of selectivity on the CO2 flow rate was also 

observed. When decreasing the flow rate, the selectivity for C2+ products increased at the 

expenses of C1 product formation (Figure 2.9b). The highest FEs for ethylene, (34 ± 4)%, and 

ethanol, (22 ± 3)%, were obtained at 1.25 mL min−1, with a C2+/C1 ratio of 14, while at 10 mL 

min−1 this ratio has a value of 1. In addition, the predominance of HER over CO2R starts to be 

evident at 1 mL min−1, supporting the hypothesis of a threshold flow rate below which the low 

availability of CO2 cannot support an efficient CO2R. To help rationalize the change in 

selectivity with the decreasing CO2 flow rate, the CO2, CO and C2H4 concentrations were 

plotted as a function of conversion (Figure 2.10). The trend showed that as the concentration 

of CO2 was lowered (i.e. decreasing flow rate/increasing conversion), the concentration of CO 

decreased after reaching a maximum around 15% SPC, while the concentration of C2H4 

increased progressively. This concentration profile is typical for a series reaction (i.e. a process 

in which the formation of the final product, ethylene, depends on the previous accumulation of 

an intermediate, CO) and is in line with the conversion of CO2 to C2 products via CO as an 

intermediate.68 A second important factor to consider when varying the feed CO2 flow rate is 

the trade-off between conversion and productivity of the system, where the productivity is 

Figure 2.9 Effects of varying the CO2 flow rate on (a) single-pass conversion, and 

(b) selectivity. The data were obtained after performing each electrolysis for 30 min at 

−200 mA cm−2 with a 0.05 M H2SO4 / 3 M KCl catholyte. The error bars represent the standard 

deviation from the mean for three different electrodes. 
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defined as the amount of CO2 reduced to CO2R products per minute for a given geometric 

catalyst area.156 The results (Figure 2.11) showed that the maximum productivity (1.3 mg CO2 

min−1 cm−2) was achieved at the lowest conversion point (7%), while when the conversion 

increased to the highest value (29%), the productivity more than halved (0.54 mg CO2 min−1 

cm−2). This tendency of decreasing productivity with the concomitant increase in conversion is 

in line with previous reports.157,158 This consideration identifies an optimal feed flow rate for a 

CO2R electrolyzer to target a specific productivity-conversion point and therefore reaching a 

maximum SPC is not always the best option if productivity is significantly lowered. 

Long term electrolysis 

The electrolyzer’s ability to operate at the highest conversion point over long periods was 

assessed (Figure 2.12). For the entire duration of the experiment (8 h) the FEs for all products 

were stable (Figure 2.12a) and by analyzing anolyte samples with protonic nuclear magnetic 

resonance (1H NMR) the absence of crossover of any liquid products to the anodic 

compartment was confirmed, supporting the compartmentalization ability of the BPM. The 

Figure 2.10 Concentration of reactant (CO2), intermediate (CO) and product (C2H4) as a 

function of single-pass conversion for an electrolysis at −200 mA cm−2. [CO] decreases while 

[C2H4] increases with increasing SPC, which in line with a series reaction that has CO as the 

intermediate. The concentration values refer to the amount of each species in the gas volume 

injected into the gas chromatograph (GC) for analysis. See Chapter 6 for more details on gas 

product quantification. 
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positive effects of employing a bipolar membrane are also shown through pH and K+ 

concentration monitoring. It is noteworthy that the acidity of the catholyte (pH 1) could be 

maintained for the whole duration of the test simultaneously with an extremely basic anolyte 

(pH 14, Figure 2.12b). In addition, inductively coupled plasma-mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS) 

enabled precise [K+] measurement in both compartments showing that there was no significant 

potassium crossover (Figure 2.12c). The reactor could maintain a cell potential of −5.4 V with 

an average SPC of 26% with respect to carbon products (Figure 2.12d). 

The BPM-based electrolyzer was compared with an equivalent reactor equipped with a CEM 

(Nafion), acid anolyte (1 M H2SO4) and an acid-stable IrOx anode to prove that the results 

presented in this chapter are applicable to acidic catholytes, irrespective of the 

membrane/anolyte/anode used (Figure 2.13). As the catholyte composition was kept constant, 

the CO2 regeneration took place in both cases, but the cell voltage of the CEM system was 

significantly lower than that of the BPM system (|Ecell| equal to 3.8 V and 4.7 V, respectively). 

This large voltage penalty can be mainly ascribed to the water dissociation taking place at the 

Figure 2.11 Single-pass conversion as a function of the productivity of the reactor. The 30 

min electrolysis experiments were carried out in 0.05 M H2SO4 / 3 M KCl at −200 mA cm−2 

with increasing CO2 feed flow rate (from 1 to 10 mL min−1, from left to right). The correlation 

shows a clear trade-off between conversion and productivity. All measurements were for 1 

cm2 geometric area electrodes. The error bars represent the standard deviation from the mean 

for three different electrodes. 
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interlayer of the membrane, which is typical for most commercially-available BPMs, and 

partially to Ohmic losses due to other resistive components.159 

 

Figure 2.12. Stability test performed at −200 mA cm−2 with a feed CO2 flow rate of 1.25 mL 

min−1, a 0.05 M H2SO4 / 3 M KCl catholyte (100 mL) and a 2.5 M KOH anolyte (100 mL). (a) 

FE changes for each product; (b) pH stability in catholyte and anolyte; (c) K+ concentration in 

each compartment; (d) cell voltage and SPC values. 
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2.2.4 Physical model 

After establishing a robust acidic system able to operate at good selectivity and conversion 

values over extended periods, efforts were made to obtain a better understanding of the 

different paths followed by feed CO2 and r-CO2 that lead to either reaction at the cathode and/or 

release from the electrolyzer. Even though previous reports studying acidic CO2R suggest that 

re-reaction of r-CO2 can take place,134 consequently increasing the SPC, the experimental data 

gathered here indicated that re-reaction of r-CO2 was not dominant, as suggested by the 

plateau reached by the SPC at low flow rates due to insufficient CO2 supply. If r-CO2 was able 

to reach the cathode and react, the amount of CO2 would be enough to consume most of the 

available electrons resulting in efficient CO2R even at flow rates lower than 1.25 mL min−1 and 

the SPC would keep increasing. Consequently, in this case, the lower limit of flow rates would 

be attained only when the feed CO2 is not enough to actively sustain CO2R. A one-dimensional 

Figure 2.13 (a) Comparison of the cell potential for two different configurations employing 

either a BPM with alkaline anolyte and a Ni foam catalyst shown in (b) or a Nafion system with 

acidic anolyte and an IrOx catalyst shown in (c). In each case the catholyte (0.05 M H2SO4 / 3 

M KCl) and cathode (Cu NPs) were the same. The CEM system employed 1 M H2SO4 as the 

anolyte seeing as K+ ions cannot be used as they will cross the membrane and change the 

catholyte composition over time. 
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diffusion-reaction model based on previous reports was built to estimate the pH and resulting 

CO2 concentration profiles under reaction conditions (Figure 2.14, details in Section 6.7).134–

136 Within the 100 µm-thick diffuse layer the pH varies from a value of almost pH 14 at the 

cathode surface to less than pH 1 at the boundary with the bulk. Simultaneously, the CO2 

concentration profile follows a similar and opposite trend: [CO2] is almost zero at the cathode 

surface (equilibrium completely shifted towards carbonate) and then it increases concomitantly 

with the gradual decrease in pH until the bulk concentration value is attained at the outer edge 

of the diffuse layer (aqueous saturation value corrected for the ionic strength). This clearly 

shows that the strongly alkaline environment close to the catalyst is responsible for the 

transient (bi)carbonate formation and that CO2 regeneration occurs within the diffuse layer, 

approximately 35 µm from the surface. The results evidence that although r-CO2 diffusion 

towards the cathode for reduction could be possible, this is in competition with reaction with 

OH− to form (bi)carbonate once more. The hydroxide concentration is high close to the cathode 

surface, acting as a barrier that prevents r-CO2 reduction, therefore it is more likely for the r-

Figure 2.14 Results of the one-dimensional diffusion-reaction model estimating the pH and 

CO2 concentration profiles within the 100 µm-thick diffuse layer at −200 mA cm−2 in a 0.05 M 

H2SO4 / 3 M KCl catholyte. The blue gradient is a visual guide to show how the percentage of 

CO2 converted to carbonate species varies with the distance from the electrode. 
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CO2 to degas from the catholyte solution instead. In order to validate this hypothesis and gain 

a more comprehensive picture of the conversion efficiency of the reactor, a series of tests was 

developed to analyze the composition of the gas outlets of the electrolyzer. 

2.2.5 CO2 utilization and recycling 

The electrolyzer features two gas outlets. The first, termed as the direct outlet, is located at the 

back of the GDE and collects unreacted feed CO2 and gas products, while the second, 

identified as the indirect outlet, is contained within the flowing catholyte solution coming out of 

the cell (catholyte outlet) and gathers r-CO2 together with any gas product that degases from 

the electrolyte (Figure 2.15). The composition of the gas streams vented from each outlet were 

analyzed in absence of current and under catalytic conditions to determine the distribution of 

CO2 and gas products among them (Figure 2.16). 

First, the amount of CO2 coming out from each outlet was monitored under idle conditions 

(0 mA cm−2) and under working conditions (−200 mA cm−2) while keeping constant the feed 

CO2 flow rate at 1.25 mL min−1, the value associated with the highest SPC (Figure 2.16a). 

Without current passing through the system, the majority of the feed CO2 was found at the 

direct outlet (93%), while the rest crossed through the GDE and was vented from the indirect 

outlet (7%). Instead, under catalytic conditions, the situation is completely different. At −200 

mA cm−2 only a small portion of the feed CO2 was retrieved at the direct outlet (2%), an 

indication that reactant bypassing of the cell was low, while the rest was obtained at the indirect 

outlet (66%). The missing portion of the total feed CO2 (32%) corresponds to the fraction 

reduced to carbon products (i.e. CO2 utilization), which is in agreement with the SPC value 

(29%) found during the flow rate study in Section 2.2.3. It is worth noting that, in both cases, 

the combined amounts of CO2 retrieved at the outlets and CO2R products accounted for all the 

carbon atoms injected as feed CO2 into the cell, therefore providing a closed carbon mass 

balance. Moreover, the composition of the two streams under catalytic conditions (Figure 
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2.16b) showed that the carbon gas products (CO and C2H4) were exclusively vented from the 

direct outlet, together with the majority of the evolved H2 and a small amount of CO2, while the 

liquid products accumulated in the catholyte. Instead, the output of the indirect outlet was a 

high purity r-CO2 stream with only small quantities of hydrogen (2%). This is ideal as the 

indirect CO2 stream is suited to be directly reinjected into the electrolyzer for reduction, since 

separation from CO2R products and H2 is not necessary. The ability of the system to recycle 

and re-use the r-CO2 was tested by modifying the setup configuration (Figure 2.17a). 

Essentially, instead of having the feed CO2 going directly from the gas bottle to the CO2 inlet 

of the cell, the gas was first bubbled in the catholyte reservoir, then the gas outlet of the 

reservoir was connected to the CO2 inlet of the reactor instead of going into the gas trap. In 

Figure 2.15 (a) Schematic representation of the cell (cross section) showing the outlets of the 

reactor, with the different pathways for the feed CO2 and r-CO2 – (1) direct outlet, (2) indirect 

outlet, (3) CO2 inlet, (4) CO2 that bypasses the cell without crossing the GDE, (5) products 

release, (6) r-CO2 release. (b) Gas-fed flow cell setup: (1) catholyte inlet, (2) catholyte outlet 

containing the indirect gas outlet, (3) anolyte inlet, (4) anolyte outlet, (5) CO2 inlet, (6) direct 

outlet, (7) catholyte reservoir outlet transferring the gases carried by the indirect outlet to the 

gas trap, (8) path to GC. 
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this way, the output of the indirect outlet was effectively re-injected into the cell. With no applied 

current, the feed CO2 saturated the headspace of the catholyte reservoir before being injected 

into the cell through the CO2 inlet (Figure 2.17b). Under working conditions, r-CO2 was 

regenerated in the electrolyte close to the cathode, which was then transported to the catholyte 

reservoir where it degassed and mixed with the feed CO2 (Figure 2.17b). With flowing current, 

the molar flow of the CO2 vented from the direct outlet (ṅCO2unused) was monitored as a function 

of the feed flow rate, initially set at 1.25 mL min−1, since ṅCO2unused is directly linked to the CO2 

utilization (Figure 2.18a, Equation 2.8). The first point of the graph (time = 0) is representative 

of the conditions after CO2 saturation of the system with no applied current (ṅCO2total ≡ 

ṅCO2unused = 743 nmol s−1, 0% CO2 utilization). After starting the electrolysis with a constant 

feed flow rate, ṅCO2unused saw a sharp decrease as CO2 was reduced to products; however, 

over time, an increase could be seen due to a gradual accumulation of r-CO2 in the system, 

which added to the feed CO2 and increased the amount of unused reactant, as the fraction 

reduced to products does not vary because of the constant current density. This resulted in a 

stable CO2 utilization of ~60% at 1.25 mL min−1. Remarkably, lowering the feed CO2 flow rate 

lead to a decrease in ṅCO2unused and an increase in CO2 utilization, meaning that the recycling 

Figure 2.16 (a) The CO2 distribution under working and idle conditions, the whole pie 

represents the feed CO2 supplied to the cell. Conditions: 30 min electrolysis, CO2 flow rate of 

1.25 mL min−1, electrolyte solution of 0.05 M H2SO4 / 3 M KCl. (b) Stream composition 

(concentrations) of the direct outlet (left) and indirect outlet (right) under electrocatalytic 

conditions (1.25 mL min−1 CO2 flow rate, −200 mA cm−2). The percentages are given as molar 

fractions. 
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setup allows to push the system past the previous CO2 flow rate limit of 1.25 mL min−1 shown 

in Figure 2.9 without losing selectivity for CO2R (Figure 2.18b). This was possible thanks to the 

additional flow provided by the r-CO2, which maintained a constant effective inlet flow rate of 

CO2 for reaction even if the feed CO2 was lowered. The CO2 utilization could be maximized to 

a remarkable value of 88% (ṅCO2unused = 40 nmol s−1) with a feed flow rate of 0.4 mL min−1, 

demonstrating that r-CO2 recycling could be used to increase the overall utilization of CO2. 

Figure 2.17 (a) Gas-fed flow cell in recycling configuration: (1) catholyte inlet, (2) catholyte 

outlet containing the indirect gas outlet, (3) anolyte inlet, (4) anolyte outlet, (5) feed CO2, (6) 

CO2 inlet, (7) direct outlet, (8) catholyte reservoir outlet transferring the feed CO2 and the 

gases carried by the indirect outlet to the CO2 inlet, (9) path to GC. (b) CO2 pathways inside 

the catholyte reservoir in the recycling configuration under idle (0 mA cm−2) and working (−200 

mA cm−2) conditions. 
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2.3 Discussion 

In the previous sections, CO2 utilization was improved in an acidic system by avoiding 

permanent reactant loss through simple CO2 recovery and recycling. 

Compared to bipolar membranes, cation and anion exchange membranes are more developed 

and their application in CO2R is well-established. However, the characteristics of the former 

make them attractive components for CO2 electrolysis. The stability of the electrolyte over time 

is crucial to not alter the reaction conditions that might modify the performance of the reactor, 

and BPMs effectively seal one cell compartment from the other by not allowing any species to 

cross.146 Here, employing a BPM as compartment separator resulted in a constant pH and 

electrolyte composition on both sides of the cell for at least 8 h, leading to stable product 

selectivity, cell voltage, and SPC. The membrane also allowed to couple the acid catholyte 

with an alkaline anolyte, which is usually preferred because OER is favored at high pH116,160 

and Ni-foam could be used as an inexpensive anode catalyst. The most important drawback 

Figure 2.18 (a) Results of the recycling test: the CO2 molar flow leaving the cell through the 

direct outlet (yellow squares) and the CO2 utilization (purple circles) were monitored over time 

during electrolysis at −200 mA cm−2 with the recycling configuration. (b) The product selectivity 

for the CO2 recycling test was constant for the duration of the experiment and only deviated 

slightly at 0.4 mL min−1, which was attributed to a limit with instrumentation accuracy at this 

flow rate. 
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of implementing a BPM is the high voltage penalty introduced by the water dissociation reaction 

taking place between the CEL and the AEL, which resulted in a very negative cell potential of 

−4.7 V. Despite this, it has been shown recently that the overpotential required for the water 

dissociation can be significantly reduced by introducing a catalyst in the interlayer of the 

membrane, which could limit voltage penalties in the near future.143,161,162  

The SPC is one of the parameters that can be evaluated when considering the conversion 

efficiency of a flow reactor. It is a sensible variable that can be altered by several factors such 

as (i) the reaction rate (i.e. current density), (ii) the flow rate of feed CO2 and (iii) the type and 

quantity of generated products. (i) Increasing the applied current density while keeping the 

feed CO2 flow rate constant has the effect of boosting the SPC because more available 

electrons result in a larger fraction of the feed CO2 that is converted to products (assuming 

constant selectivity), leading to higher conversions and less unused CO2. (ii) For a given 

product distribution at constant current density, lowering the flow rate increases the SPC. As 

the SPC represents the fraction of the total feed CO2 converted to products, if the CO2 supplied 

to the cell diminishes while the amount reduced remains the same (due to constant current 

density), the CO2-to-products portion increases with respect with the total available CO2, 

boosting the SPC (Figure 2.19). In the situation analyzed in Section 2.2.3, H2 formation 

increases significantly at 1 mL min−1, suggesting that the supplied CO2 was not sufficient to 

consume all of the available electrons and that it was entirely converted to either CO2R 

products or (bi)carbonate, while the excess current was used to reduce water into H2. 

Increasing CO2 availability at the electrode, which would result in higher CO2R selectivity and 

SPC, requires reduction of r-CO2 and/or a lower degree of (bi)carbonate formation, two 

pathways that do not seem viable in the presented system. (iii) The influence of the product 

distribution is a consequence of the different amount of hydroxide ions formed for each product 

during CO2R, which will determine how much CO2 is converted to transient (bi)carbonate 

species. For example, in the case of a reactor completely selective towards CO, two OH− ions 

are formed per molecule of CO generated, meaning that for every CO2 that gets reduced to 
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CO, another one is transformed to CO3
2− (a reaction that requires two hydroxide ions). 

Therefore, the maximum SPC that can be attained in this scenario (where it is assumed that 

r-CO2 does not re-react at the cathode) is 50%, with half of the feed CO2 being reduced to CO 

and the other half being transformed into carbonate. When considering multicarbon products 

the situation becomes even more unfavorable. For an electrolyzer having unit selectivity 

towards ethylene, the highest achievable SPC is only 25%, due to the fact that generating one 

ethylene molecule (which requires two CO2 molecules) is accompanied by twelve OH− ions 

formation. Thus, for every two CO2 molecules fixed into ethylene, six others will form 

carbonate. Acidic conditions open the possibility to go past these limits thanks to CO2 

regeneration from carbonate, but this benefits the SPC only if the r-CO2 is able to re-react at 

the cathode to give CO2R products. Considering the case in exam, the SPC calculated values 

reflect how the selectivity is spread among several carbon products and that the product 

distribution changes when the feed flow rate is modified. However, using SPC as the only 

variable describing the conversion efficiency of the reactant would be misleading because it 

does not provide a complete overview of the reactor performance. For example, it was shown 

Figure 2.19 Visualization of the SPC at different feed CO2 flow rates. As the amount of CO2 

converted to products decreases at low flow rates due to the increasing H2 production, the 

SPC does not increase as it theoretically would for a constant product distribution. 
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that an important compromise exists between SPC and productivity of a system, therefore the 

findings presented here highlight that aiming at 100% SPC is not a prerogative, especially if a 

low productivity negatively affects the output of a specific reactor. In addition, when the r-CO2 

is recycled, an overall high reactant utilization (88%) could be achieved with an SPC of 29%, 

highlighting that high conversions can be attained even when the SPC is not maximized. 

The feed CO2 flow rate, other than affecting conversion and productivity, has a strong influence 

on the product distribution: the selectivity can be switched from monocarbon (CO, HCOOH) to 

multicarbon products (C2H4, C2H5OH) by lowering the flow rate. Having an electrolyzer 

selective towards C2+ products is preferred due to the higher added value of chemicals like 

ethylene, ethanol and propanol. For the case presented in Figure 2.9, highest formation of C2+ 

products (60%) was obtained at a flow rate of 1.25 mL min−1, which is concomitant with the 

maximum SPC achieved for the system. Establishing a r-CO2 recycling setup would be 

beneficial as the SPC value can then be adapted to obtain the highest productivity and/or best 

product distribution, while all of the feed CO2 will be eventually utilized. 

Analyzing the gas outputs of the reactor is fundamental to obtain a global overview of the 

system and should be performed in every CO2R-related study. The distribution of CO2 among 

the direct and indirect outlets during electrolysis at 1.25 mL min−1 evidenced that almost all of 

the feed CO2 crosses the GDE and is converted to either (bi)carbonate species or reduction 

products. With the recycling setup in place, the r-CO2 generated from the carbonate species 

is reinjected into the cell for reduction, hence the output of the indirect outlet is looped in the 

system instead of being lost to the environment. This means that during recycling, the direct 

outlet is the only gas exit point of the electrolyzer, collecting unused feed CO2, unused r-CO2 

and reaction products. As the feed flow rate is lowered it is simultaneously compensated by 

the flow of r-CO2 accumulating in the system, leading to higher utilization since the r-CO2 is 

not additional reactant but rather feed CO2 that is recirculating in the system. Moreover, as 

utilization increased, less unused CO2 exited from the direct outlet, resulting in a concentrated 

stream of gas products. This solution elegantly avoids downstream CO2/product separation 
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through processes such as amine-based capture, which typically dominates the energy 

consumption of the product purification.163 A proposed scheme showing how the recycling 

setup could be implemented in a larger system is illustrated in Figure 2.20. Here the feed CO2 

is constantly mixed with r-CO2 in a mixing unit, then the resulting stream is injected into the 

cell stack through the CO2 inlet. The inlet flow rate can be modulated using a feedback loop 

relying on a flow detector positioned at the direct outlet to maintain an operational inlet flow 

rate for optimal productivity/SPC/utilization conditions.  

 

2.4 Conclusions 

The acidic CO2R system presented here displayed a high C2+ selectivity with continuous 

internal CO2 regeneration and recycling. Employing a BPM enabled long term stability and 

robustness of the setup, evidenced by the absence of product and contaminant crossover and 

the pH gradient that could be maintained across the cell even with an acidic catholyte and an 

alkaline anolyte. With low flow rates of CO2 at the cathode, the selectivity for C2+ products was 

above 60%, leading to a single-pass conversion efficiency to CO2R products of (29 ± 3)%. 

Importantly, the CO2 regenerated from (bi)carbonate (r-CO2) could be recovered as an almost 

product-free stream at the indirect outlet and effectively recycled to achieve a high overall 

Figure 2.20 Schematic of the potential r-CO2 recycle in a cell stack setup. 
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utilization (> 85%), with an almost pure product stream being obtained at the direct outlet. It 

was shown that the recycling is possible independently of the membrane used, making it 

compatible with the more established CEM-based systems. Furthermore, even with non-unity 

single-pass conversion, the overall utilization of CO2 could be maximized through recycling of 

r-CO2 and flow rate modulation, reducing the need for energy-intensive downstream separation 

procedures, observations that will prove useful in the future development of CO2R reactors. As 

devices move towards operation at high conversions, cell modifications to improve gas 

management, CO2 recovery and recycling will become more important. In particular, careful 

evaluation of crucial parameter trade-offs, like that between conversion and productivity, will 

be significant. 

The presented system still suffers from a high cell voltage that would not be suitable for 

industrial scale-up and even the energy requirements of more common CEM-based 

electrolyzers are too high for a cost-efficient process. In the next chapter, a strategy to lower 

the overall cell voltage will be analyzed.  
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3 Cell Voltage Optimization 

 

Chapter 3 

 

Cell Voltage Optimization 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Industrial application of CO2 electrolysis requires efficient, high-rate generation of carbon 

products. Critical parameters to consider for the scale-up of CO2 electrolyzers are the current 

density, selectivity towards C2+ products, CO2 utilization, and the cell potential. In the previous 

chapter, the FEC2+ and the CO2 utilization were optimized in acidic conditions, but the cell 

voltage remained an important obstacle in the way of cheap CO2 electrolysis. The electricity 

input has been identified as the largest barrier to implementation of CO2 conversion at large 

scale.164,165 Therefore, improving the cell voltage has the potential to reduce cost and improve 

access to renewable fuels able to compete with fossil-derived ones. As previously described, 

CO2R has been traditionally carried out in H-cells where the low solubility of CO2 in water (ca. 

33 mM)166 results in mass transport limitations that restrict operations to low current densities 

(< −50 mA cm−2).167 Gas-fed flow cells provided a marked performance improvement by 

allowing to achieve higher current densities (> −150 mA cm−2) at moderate cell voltages by 

reducing the length that CO2 has to diffuse to reach the cathode.167,168 To be suitable for 

commercialization, CO2R electrolyzers have to operate with an Ecell lower than 3 V at 

industrially relevant current densities (> −200 mA cm−2).169,170 However, there are not many 

examples of systems able to attain these conditions. A notable exception is a zero-gap 
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electrolyzer for CO2-to-CO conversion coupled with anodic OER (3 V at −300 mA cm−2).170 

Another article reports a reactor carrying out bicarbonate-to-CO at the cathode and H2 

oxidation at the anode (2.3 V at −220 mA cm−2).171 However, if the energy spent to produce H2 

via water electrolysis is accounted for, the efficiency of this process diminishes. In Chapter 2, 

acidic CO2R coupled with alkaline OER was carried out in a gas-fed flow cell electrolyzer 

equipped with a bipolar membrane with a high |Ecell| of 4.7 V (−200 mA cm−2). The BPM 

introduced a significant voltage penalty to the system, but even when it was replaced with a 

relatively less resistive Nafion membrane the cell voltage remained high (3.8 V at −200 mA 

cm−2). Nafion-based flow cells are commonly used to carry out acidic CO2 electrolysis134–136 

and to improve the Ecell it is imperative to understand which reactor components participate in 

the overall cell voltage. 

The cell potential of a gas-fed flow cell accounts for the voltage contributions required to carry 

out the cathodic (Ered) and anodic (Eox) half-reactions and the voltage drops caused by the 

presence of catholyte, anolyte (Ecath and Eanol, respectively) and the membrane (Em). In general, 

the electrolyte is needed for charge conduction and as a medium for the electrochemical 

reactions, but it also introduces a solution resistance from which the Ecath and Eanol arise.172 An 

ion exchange membrane is usually present to avoid mixing of the cathodic-generated H2 and 

the anodic-evolved O2 and also to prevent the CO2R products from reaching the anode, yet 

this establishes another resistance leading to a voltage drop across the membrane, Em.103 Ered 

and Eox are dictated by the overpotential required by the respective half-reactions on the 

specific catalyst employed103 and even though they can be optimized to decrease the energy 

input of the reactor, they will not be discussed as the electrodes will not be modified in the 

following description. The Ecell of such a device can then be optimized by lowering Ecath, Eanol 

and Em (i.e. reducing their resistance), which can be done through alteration of four 

parameters: (1) type of membrane, (2) electrolyte solution composition, (3) distance between 

the electrodes, and (4) temperature of the electrolyte solution. (1) Cation exchange 

membranes allow the transport of cations through electrostatic interactions with the negatively 
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charged functional groups within their structures (sulfonic acid groups in the case of Nafion).173 

Depending on the nature of the cation, the ionic bond with the groups varies in intensity and if 

the interaction is strong a higher voltage is needed to transport the charges, resulting in a high 

membrane resistance (high Em).174 To decrease the voltage drop associated with the 

membrane, Nafion can be replaced by a separator that offers less resistance to the passage 

of ions or the membrane can be directly removed from the cell. (2) The concentration and type 

of the species dissolved in solution influence the resistance of the electrolyte. The nature of 

the dissolved salts and acids can then be manipulated to decrease Ecath and Eanol by selecting 

ions with high molar conductivities and maximizing the ionic strength of the solution. (3) The 

distance separating the cathode from the anode influences the weight that Ecath and Eanol have 

on the overall Ecell, because thick layers of electrolyte between the electrodes results in a higher 

solution resistance and thus an increased voltage drop. Therefore, thin catholyte and anolyte 

layers would benefit the Ecell. Moreover, the benefit is maximized if one or both of the 

electrolytes are removed from the space between the electrodes, which can be placed directly 

on the membrane to form membrane electrode assemblies.175 (4) From a thermodynamic point 

of view, increasing the electrolyte temperature lowers the cell voltage according to the Nernst 

equation (Equation 3.1), where E0
cell is the thermodynamic (or standard) cell voltage, R is the 

universal gas constant, T is the temperature, n is the number of exchanged electrons, F is the 

Faraday constant and Q is the reaction quotient. In addition, the conductivity of ionic solutions 

increases with increasing temperature,96 which also contributes to decrease the cell voltage. 

Ecell= Ecell
0

 - 
RT

nF
 lnQ 3.1 

 

The following sections describe a strategy to lower the overall cell voltage by modifying the 

device setup, components, and conditions. By understanding of the sources of voltage drops 

within the cell, an optimized CO2R device is presented, able to operate at an industrially 

relevant current density of −200 mA cm−2 with an |Ecell| as low as 2.9 V, one amongst the lowest 
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reported values to date. The modulus of Ecell (|Ecell|) is often used to avoid confusion by 

comparing only positive cell voltage values. 

 

3.2 Results 

3.2.1 Gas-fed flow cell 

The reported gas-fed flow cell systems that carry out CO2R in acid generally employ a cation 

exchange membrane (namely Nafion), an acid catholyte containing alkali metal cations 

(typically K+ and Cs+) and an acid anolyte that can also contain metal salts.134–136 A model 

reactor for this kind of configuration is shown in Figure 3.1. The cell is divided in three 

compartments: gas channel, cathodic chamber and anodic chamber (Figure 3.1a). CO2 is 

supplied through the gas channel and passes through the cathode that is composed of a 

hydrophobic gas diffusion layer, preventing liquids from entering the gas channel, and a 

catalyst layer. The CO2R catalyst is interfaced with the catholyte flowing between the cathode 

and the Nafion membrane separating the two electrolyte compartments. In the other half-cell, 

the anolyte flows between the membrane and the anode, which is composed of a catalyst layer 

deposited on a porous support. The anode is in contact with a back plate that closes the device. 

Figure 3.1b depicts the full setup of the electrolyzer featuring two separate reservoirs for 

catholyte and anolyte and a gas trap, which is identical to the setup previously shown in Figure 

2.15. 

Having established the principal components of a gas-fed flow cell and the possible 

modifications that can reduce the cell voltage, the next sections will describe the optimization 

of an acidic CO2R electrolyzer by adjusting each parameter step by step. The starting 

configuration of the reactor was the following: a gas-diffusion cathode composed of a 

polytetrafluoroethylene GDL on which commercial Cu NPs were deposited, a 3 M KCl / 0.05 
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M H2SO4 catholyte (pH 1), a CEM (Nafion), a 1 M H2SO4 anolyte, and an anode composed of 

a IrOx layer deposited on porous carbon paper GDL. Activation of the cathode was performed 

before electrolysis as described in Section 2.2.1. The distances separating the various 

elements were: 0 mm from cathode to gas-flow plate (dcg), 4 mm from cathode to membrane 

(dcm), 4 mm from anode to membrane (dam), and 0 mm from anode to back plate (dab). In this 

Figure 3.1 (a) Illustration of the main elements composing a gas-fed flow cell. dcg: distance 

between cathode and gas-flow plate; dcm: distance between cathode and membrane; dam: 

distance between anode and membrane; dab: distance between anode and back plate. (b) 

Gas-fed flow cell full setup: (1) catholyte inlet, (2) catholyte outlet containing the indirect gas 

outlet, (3) anolyte inlet, (4) anolyte outlet, (5) CO2 inlet, (6) direct outlet, (7) catholyte reservoir 

outlet transferring the gases carried by the indirect outlet to the gas trap, (8) path to GC. 
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configuration, denoted as C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A (C = cathode, 1 = gap filled with electrolyte, A = 

anode; the symbol | represents a solid-liquid interface), the distance separating the electrodes 

was 8.5 mm, considering that the membrane was 0.5 mm thick (this includes the two o-rings 

that keep the membrane in place). A three electrode setup was used to measure the potentials, 

with the cathode as the working electrode, the anode as the counter electrode and the Ag/AgCl 

reference electrode inserted in the catholyte compartment. The measured |Ecell| for the C | 1 | 

CEM | 1 | A configuration was 3.61 V at an applied j of −200 mA cm−2, while the product 

selectivity showed that CO production was favored over C2H4, alongside minor H2 formation 

(Figure 3.2). Only gas products were quantified at this stage. From here, the cell voltage can 

be decreased by starting to reduce the voltage drop at membrane. 

 

3.2.2 Membrane contribution 

Choosing to implement a Nafion membrane dictates what kind of electrolyte can be used on 

both sides of the cell. While the catholyte is rather flexible and can be tuned to obtain the 

desired performance, the choice of the anolyte is more restricted, because the only way to 

maintain a stable system over time is to keep the anolyte salt-free. If metal cations are present, 

Figure 3.2 Performance of the electrolyte in the C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A configuration in terms of 

product selectivity and cell voltage. The electrolysis was carried out at −200 mA cm−2 for 30 

min with an inlet flow of CO2 of 10 mL min−1. 
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they will migrate towards the cathode in competition with protons, and if their concentration is 

high enough they will be the major charge carrier through the membrane, leading to an 

accumulation in the catholyte.168 This would also result in protons depletion in the catholyte, 

where the H+ consumed in the reaction with the OH− generated at the cathode are not 

replenished with the protons produced at the anode. Experimental evidence of this 

phenomenon is provided in Figure 3.3, where an anolyte containing 0.5 M of K2SO4 and 0.05 

M of H2SO4 was compared to one containing only the acid (0.05 M of H2SO4). When the ratio 

[K+] / [H+] was unbalanced towards potassium (1 M / 8 × 10-2 M in this case), the latter carried 

most of the charge through the Nafion membrane and, over a short time, this lead to a dramatic 

increase in the catholyte pH (Figure 3.3a). Instead, when the only positively charged species 

in the anolyte was H+ (5.6 × 10-2 M), the protons depleted at the cathode were constantly 

replenished by those coming from the anolyte, where the H+ concentration was kept constant 

by the protons coming from the OER (Figure 3.3b). In this way, both electrolytes can be stable 

during long term electrolysis. However, the incompatibility of metal cation-rich anolytes with 

Nafion constitutes a disadvantage for the system, as the anolyte composition cannot be 

optimized to lower the |Ecell|. In addition, as already mentioned, CEMs introduce a voltage drop 

Figure 3.3 Effect of alkali metal cations in the anolyte. (a) Anolyte composition: 0.05 M H2SO4 

/ 0.5 M K2SO4; (b) Anolyte composition: 0.05 M H2SO4. The catholyte composition is the same 

for both cases: 3 M KCl + 0.05 M H2SO4. 
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that negatively affects the Ecell,176 with the intensity of the resistance that opposes the passage 

of charged species depending on the nature of the cation. 

To reduce the Em and enable a wider variety of anolyte-compatible ions, Nafion can be 

replaced by a diaphragm as compartment separator. Zirfon is an example of separator widely 

used for alkaline water electrolysis applications.177–179 It is a hydrophilic composite diaphragm 

consisting of a combination of a polysulfone matrix and a zirconium oxide inorganic filler.180 

With no charged groups, Zirfon is a non-ion selective separator and its conductivity is only 

determined by the electrolyte used.181 Therefore, any solution-phase species, charged or 

neutral, is able to cross from one side of the cell to the other, while gases crossover is 

prevented. For this reason, the electrolyte solution should be the same for both anode and 

cathode compartments. Implementing Zirfon in a system with the C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A 

configuration required a re-evaluation of the electrolyte species, especially because the KCl 

used in the catholyte solution could not be implemented at the anode, since Cl− anions would 

oxidize and generate toxic Cl2 gas. 

3.2.3 Electrolyte considerations 

Choosing alternative ions to employ as solutes is not straightforward due to the wide range of 

possible cation-anion combinations, but molar ionic conductivity tables can be used to find 

suitable candidates that will provide low resistance solutions (Table 3.1).182,183 The previously 

described C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A system employed 3 M KCl as the major cathodic solute. Although 

very soluble (340 g L−1, 20 °C), K+ and Cl− do not provide very high ionic conductivity values 

(73.5 S cm2 mol−1 and 76.3 S cm2 mol−1, respectively), and, since at a concentration of 3 M the 

solution is close to the saturation point, the salt content cannot be increased to improve the 

conductivity. A different salt able to provide a higher ionic strength would therefore increase 

the solution conductivity and help improve the Ecell. In the following tests, various electrolyte 

solutions were evaluated in terms of the resulting product selectivity. A Nafion membrane was 

used as a separator to prevent the crossover of species that might alter the selectivity at the 
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cathode; hence the Ered was used as an indicator of the solution resistance. Both catholyte and 

anolyte compartments employed the same electrolyte solutions to maximize conductivity. The 

choice for the cation is rather limited and, excluding H+, mono-charged ions do not provide 

high ionic conductivities. Despite this, potassium has proven efficient in suppressing HER and 

boosting CO2R in acidic electrolytes, therefore K+ represents a good cation candidate for the 

system. Concerning the anion, chloride salts should be avoided to prevent hazardous Cl2 

evolution at the anode, but multiple other inert anions can be employed.  

First, the use of acetate buffers was considered, as they can attain very high concentrations 

owing to the excellent miscibility of acetic acid with water and the extremely high solubility of 

potassium acetate (2686 g L−1, 25 °C), which could potentially compensate for the sub-optimal 

conductivity of CH3COO− (40.9 S cm2 mol−1). Potassium acetate buffers with different 

concentrations (each with a pH around 5) were prepared and tested (Figure 3.4a). The FE 

distribution at 1 M shows little CO (7.7%) and a significant amount of C2H4 (25%) with a 

Table 3.1 Molar ionic conductivity values for common cations and anions. a Data from ref. 

182; b data from ref. 183. 
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reasonably low FE for H2 production (32.6%). However, the selectivity for CO2R was quickly 

lost when the buffer concentration was increased to 2 M and then 3 M. Additionally, the Ered 

did not reach values less negative than −2 V, suggesting that the low conductivity of the 

solution even at 3 M was a limiting factor. 

Then, a phosphate buffer was tested (Figure 3.4b). The main salt used for the buffer, KH2PO4, 

is not very soluble (226 g L−1, 20 °C) and despite PO4
3− being very conductive due to its high 

charge (207.0 S cm2 mol−1), the Ered remained highly negative (−2.7 V vs. Ag/AgCl) at a buffer 

concentration of 1 M (pH 5). HER was predominant in this case (FE 51%), while C2H4 (FE 

21%) was favored over CO (FE 3%). 

Figure 3.4 Results of the electrolyte screening tests. (a) Acetate buffer (CH3COOH + 

CH3COOK); (b) phosphate buffer (KH2PO4 + K2HPO4); (c) KHSO4; (d) Cs2SO4. The electrolysis 

were carried out at −200 mA cm−2 for 30 min with an inlet flow of CO2 of 10 mL min−1 in a C | 

1 | CEM | 1 | A configuration. 
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As a final search for an appropriate potassium salt, the use of an acid salt that has a solubility 

similar to KCl – KHSO4 – was explored (490 g L−1, 20 °C). In this case, the SO4
2− anion provides 

high conductivity (160.0 S cm2 mol−1). Testing at different concentrations (all with a pH < 1) 

revealed that the cathodic potential could be significantly lowered (up to −1.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl 

with [KHSO4] = 3 M), however the only product detected at any of the concentrations tested 

was H2, which might be the reason of the less negative Ered, since HER requires a lower voltage 

to occur (Figure 3.4c). Nevertheless, sulfate salts seemed the most suitable electrolytes in 

terms conductivity and potential, thus they were explored further. K2SO4 was tested but gave 

poor results (Ered of −2.2 V vs Ag/AgCl, [K2SO4] = 0.5 M, pH 6) likely because of its low solubility 

(111 g L−1, 20 °C). An extremely soluble sulfate-based salt can be obtained by replacing 

potassium with cesium: Cs2SO4 (Figure 3.4d). Cesium sulfate possesses a remarkably high 

solubility (1790 g L−1, 20 °C) and provides ions with a global good ionic conductivity (77. 3 S 

cm2 mol−1 for Cs+ and 160.0 S cm2 mol−1 for SO4
2−). It is also worth noting that every mole of 

Cs2SO4 yields two moles of Cs+, meaning that a high ionic strength can be attained with 

concentrated solutions. At a concentration of 1.5 M (pH 5, adjusted with H2SO4) CO production 

was favored over that of ethylene (FEs 32% and 7%, respectively), a selectivity that could be 

similarly maintained when the concentration was increased to 3 M (pH 5). The Ered was −1.7 

V and −1.6 V vs. Ag/AgCl at 1.5 M and 3 M, respectively, indicating that a Cs2SO4 solution was 

the only electrolyte able to favor CO2R selectivity over HER while affording a relatively high 

solution conductivity. Moreover, as mentioned in Section 2.1, alkali cations are essential to 

suppress HER in acid solutions, with larger ions being more effective due to their stronger 

propensity to adsorb on the negatively charged cathode (Li+ < Na+ < K+ < Cs+). Therefore, 

replacing potassium with cesium could lead to an improved system performance. From here, 

the CuO cathode activation is performed in a 1.5 M Cs2SO4 electrolyte (pH 7.2). 
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3.2.4 Zirfon optimization 

Having established that Cs2SO4 was a good candidate for improving selectivity and ionic 

conductivity, the focus shifted to understanding how this electrolyte solution, employed on both 

sides of the cell, would behave in a Zirfon-based system.    

The previous C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A configuration was employed to test the Zirfon diaphragm in 

combination with cesium sulfate (C | 1 | DIA | 1 | A configuration, where DIA = Zirfon 

diaphragm). Initially, Cs2SO4 concentration was set to 1.5 M (pH 5 adjusted by H2SO4 addition) 

to match the amount of alkali cations found in the catholyte of C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A, which 

contained 3 M KCl. This first test resulted in an |Ecell| of 3.90 V. However, upon increasing the 

salt concentration to 3 M (pH 5), the cell voltage was reduced to 3.67 V. This decrease in |Ecell| 

can be ascribed to the reduced solution resistance as a consequence of improved ionic 

conductivity. The C | 1 | DIA | 1 | A system can be described as a two-gap reactor, as there 

are two gaps filled with electrolyte separating the electrodes, with the separator in between. 

The cell voltage can be optimized further by switching to a one-gap setup, thereby decreasing 

the resistance introduced by the electrolyte as less solution is present between the electrodes. 

To do this, the anode was placed in direct contact with the Zirfon (MEA setup), resulting in a 

zero-gap anodic compartment, while the cathodic side retained the one-gap. As the anode is 

composed of IrOx deposited on porous carbon paper, the anolyte can flow between the 

electrode and the backplate, thereby maintaining the contact between the electrolyte solution 

and the anode catalyst. This one-gap configuration is denoted as C | 1 | DIA | A (dcg = 0 mm, 

dcm = 4 mm, dam = 0 mm, dab = 4 mm), with the electrodes separated by a distance of 4.5 mm. 

When C | 1 | DIA | A was implemented with a 3M Cs2SO4 electrolyte solution, the reduced 

distance between the electrodes improved the |Ecell|, which dropped to 3.20 V (potential 

optimization results are shown in Figure 3.5a). Furthermore, a similar product distribution could 

be maintained upon varying the electrolyte concentration and electrode separation distance 

(Figure 3.5b). Overall, the increased ionic strength given by concentrated cesium sulfate 
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coupled with Zirfon in a C | 1 | DIA | A configuration afforded a cell potential that is 0.41 V lower 

than the one obtained for the C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A setup (Figure 3.2).  

These results show how Zirfon and Cs2SO4 are a suitable combination to effectively lower the 

|Ecell|. However, even in this case the composition of catholyte and anolyte is not stable over 

time due to the lack of species selectivity at the separator. In particular, the pH of the catholyte 

will increase as Cs+ electromigration towards the cathode will result in accumulation in the 

catholyte solution while protons will be depleted through neutralization reaction with OH−. 

Simultaneously, the anolyte will become more acidic due to an increased H+ concentration 

resulting from anodically-generated protons. As a result, after just 30 min of electrolysis (3 M 

Cs2SO4, C | 1 | DIA | A setup), the catholyte pH increased from pH 5 to 11, while the anolyte 

pH decreased to pH 2. A way to solve this issue while also keeping the lower cell voltage 

afforded by the setup is to continuously mix catholyte and anolyte, allowing for equilibration of 

any species that might cross the Zirfon during the reaction. However, the implementation of a 

mixing setup requires careful consideration of all the system elements. 

Figure 3.5 Summary of the |Ecell| optimization of the electrolyzer in a C | 1 | DIA | 1 | A (two-

gap) and a C | 1 | DIA | A (one-gap) configuration. The x axis indicates the molarity of the 

Cs2SO4 (both solution have a pH around 5) and the cell configuration. The electrolysis were 

carried out for 30 min each at −200 mA cm−2 with an inlet flow of CO2 of 20 mL min−1. 
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3.2.5 Electrolyte mixing 

Mixing catholyte and anolyte together outside of the reactor could benefit the overall device 

stability as buildup of ionic species and altered pH in each compartment can be counteracted. 

Mixed electrolyte solutions have been used to equilibrate the electrolyte composition during 

CO2 electrolysis to CO with silver GDEs,120,184,185 while there are no reported examples 

investigating the effects of the mixing in complex systems where several gaseous and liquid 

CO2R products are formed. The mixing setup was implemented for the one-gap C | 1 | DIA | A 

configuration (Figure 3.6). The electrolyte was injected into both cell compartments from a 

main reservoir using peristaltic pumps. The solution coming out from the catholyte outlet (rich 

in CO2R products, CO2 and H2) was directly recollected in the main reservoir, while the liquid 

output of the anodic half-cell passed first through a container termed degassing reservoir and 

was then transferred to the main reservoir with a second pump. This is needed in order to 

remove the oxygen from the electrolyte before it reaches the cathodic chamber, otherwise it 

can be reduced to water at the cathode, thereby competing with CO2 for the available electrons. 

Figure 3.6 Illustration of the mixing setup with the C | 1 | DIA | A configuration. (1) catholyte 

inlet, (2) anolyte inlet, (3) catholyte outlet containing the indirect gas outlet, (4) anolyte outlet, 

(5) degassing reservoir liquid outlet, (6) CO2 inlet, (7) direct outlet, (8) main reservoir outlet, (9) 

path to GC, (10) degassing reservoir gas outlet. 
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Hence, the degassing reservoir was installed between the anolyte outlet and the main 

reservoir, where purging the electrolyte solution with Ar efficiently removed O2. With this 

system in place, no oxygen could be detected in the headspace of the main reservoir, 

confirming that O2 was prevented from reaching the cathode. As a consequence of the mixing 

setup, there is no more distinction in the composition of catholyte and anolyte. Gas reduction 

products and unused CO2 are gathered in the gas trap through the direct outlet of the cell and 

the gas outlet of the main reservoir, where they degas from the solution brought by the 

catholyte outlet (for a detailed description concerning the gas transport through the different 

outlets refer to Chapter 2). 

Constant electrolyte mixing allows to equilibrate any species that is preferentially produced at 

one of the electrodes and those that migrate from one side of the cell to the other. When 

employing a mixed 3 M Cs2SO4 solution in a C | 1 | DIA | A configuration, the cell performance 

did not vary compared with the same non-mixing setup (Figure 3.7). CO formation was still 

favored over that of C2H4 (FEs 38% and 8%, respectively) and the |Ecell| remained practically 

unchanged (3.2 V). Regarding the pH of the two sides, it can be kept constant at a pH value 

of 4.5 over the course of a 3 h electrolysis. Therefore, a Cs2SO4-based mixing electrolyte 

coupled with a Zirfon diaphragm enhances electrolyte stability in terms of composition and pH 

Figure 3.7 Comparison between a non-mixing and a mixing system in a C | 1 | DIA | A 

configuration. The electrolysis were carried out for 30 min each at −200 mA cm−2 with an inlet 

flow of CO2 of 20 mL min−1 and a 3 M Cs2SO4 (pH 5) electrolyte. 
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without affecting the electrolyzer performance (|Ecell| and gas product selectivity unchanged). 

However, since CO2R products can cross compartments (either by passing through the 

diaphragm or by being re-injected into the opposite half-cell from the main reservoir), they are 

susceptible of being involved in further unwanted electrochemical reactions, such as liquid 

carbon products oxidation at the anode, which is an important point that must be addressed. 

Liquid products 

The complete selectivity of the mixing C | 1 | DIA | A configuration is shown in Figure 3.8. While 

CO2R gas products (carbon monoxide and ethylene) are not affected by the mixing setup 

(Figure 3.7), liquid products can potentially be oxidized at the anode, which would reflect on 

the total FE. To evaluate this possibility, three separate oxidation tests were performed to 

assess the susceptibility to oxidation of formic acid, ethanol and propanol. Water electrolysis 

was carried out in the cell (HER at the cathode and OER at the anode, with the latter as the 

WE) before adding one of the products to the electrolyte and no CO2 was injected into the 

reactor. In the first test, 28.7 µmol of ethanol were added to a 3 M Cs2SO4 solution (pH 5) after 

5 minutes of water electrolysis, which caused the anodic potential to increase by 0.12 V (from 

1.52 V to 1.64 V vs. Ag/AgCl). During the experiment, ethanol was gradually transformed into 

acetic acid, and after 160 min it was almost completely consumed (Figure 3.9a). At the end of 

Figure 3.8 Complete product selectivity of the mixing C | 1 | DIA | A configuration. The 

electrolysis was carried out for 30 min at −200 mA cm−2 with an inlet flow of CO2 of 20 mL 

min−1 and a 3 M Cs2SO4 (pH 5) electrolyte. 
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the electrolysis the total amount of carbon species (residual ethanol + accumulated acetic acid) 

accounted for 93% of the ethanol added at the beginning (26.7 µmol). This might be the 

consequence of a slight ethanol evaporation or of slow acetic acid oxidation to CO2. To test 

the second hypothesis, CO2 evolution was monitored and, during the course of the electrolysis, 

a total of 4 µmol of CO2 was recorded (average molar flow of 0.41 nmol s−1 over 160 min), 

which accounts for the missing 7% considering that a molecule of ethanol would be ultimately 

oxidized to two molecules of CO2. However, since the quantities considered are very small, 

ethanol evaporation cannot be excluded without further testing. Propanol oxidation to propionic 

acid behaved similarly (Figure 3.9b) and its addition to the electrolyte resulted in a potential 

increase of 0.08 V (from 1.55 to 1.63 V vs. Ag/AgCl). In this case the carboxylic acid 

accumulated in solution more slowly and the total amount of the two species decreased 

Figure 3.9 Results of the three oxidation tests: (a) ethanol; (b) propanol; (c) formic acid. The 

electrolysis were carried out in a mixing C | 1 | DIA | A configuration at −200 mA cm−2 without 

flowing CO2 and a 3 M Cs2SO4 (pH 5) electrolyte. 
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progressively over time. After 120 min, only 54% (13.3 µmol, residual propanol + accumulated 

propionic acid) of the initial 24.7 µmol of propanol were left. A higher flow of CO2 (5.22 nmol 

s−1) was recorded, accounting for a total of 37.6 µmol at the end of the electrolysis, a value 

that corresponds well with the missing 46%, considering that propanol complete oxidation 

gives 3 molecules of CO2 per molecule of alcohol. Formic acid oxidation to CO2 is more 

straightforward as there are no intermediate products (Figure 3.9c). Its addition increased the 

anodic voltage by 0.2 V (from 1.85 to 2.05 V vs. Ag/AgCl), and, after 190 min, it was completely 

oxidized to CO2. This evaluation evidenced that care must be taken when dealing with a mixing 

setup involving CO2R liquid products, and that their oxidation can lead to a decreased total FE. 

It is acknowledged that the carbon paper constituting the anode might also oxidize to CO2 and 

interfere with the measurement; however, no significant CO2 evolution was recorded during a 

blank experiment (water electrolysis with no supplied CO2). 

Carbon mass balance 

While the FE evaluation ensures that most of the available electrons are used for CO2R, 

analyzing the carbon mass balance allows to keep track of all of the feed CO2 to guarantee 

that it is either reduced to products or it leaves the cell unused. Ideally, all of the CO2 that is 

fed to the cell should be converted to the desired CO2R products, thereby achieving total 

conversion. This does not usually happen, and a certain amount of unused CO2 is vented from 

the reactor outlets, as described in Chapter 2. Measuring the amount of CO2 contained in each 

of these outlets is important to adopt the best strategy to recover the reactant and close the 

carbon mass balance. In the mixing configuration there are three possible gas exit points: the 

direct outlet, the indirect outlet and the degassing outlet (Figure 3.6). When the system was 

left to equilibrate with a CO2 feed flow rate of 1.15 mL min−1 (given the low flow rate, time is 

required for the CO2 to saturate the entire system) and no applied current, the feed CO2 

available for reduction was 681 nmol s−1. During electrolysis at −200 mA cm−2 (Figure 3.10), 

part of the feed CO2 was found in the combined flows of the direct and indirect outlets and in 

the flow of the degassing outlet (43% and 28% of the feed CO2, respectively). This fraction 
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represents the CO2 that bypassed the cell without reacting and the r-CO2 recovered from 

carbonate, defined together as unused CO2. By comparison, the remaining 29% should be 

reduced to CO2R products; however, only 22% of the initial CO2 was found converted into 

carbon products. The overall discrepancy of 7% between the input of CO2 and the output 

(reduced + unused fractions) can be considered within error since the measurement are taken 

hours apart from each other to allow equilibration of the system before each measurement 

(condition required by the low feed CO2 flow rate). From these data, it can be concluded that 

the reactor in a mixing configuration was able to maintain a closed carbon mass balance. 

3.2.6 Temperature 

With the mixing configuration in place, the Zirfon diaphragm can be implemented without the 

issues associated with electrolyte imbalances. A way to decrease the cell voltage beyond the 

value afforded with the mixing C | 1 | DIA | A configuration (3.2 V) is to increase the temperature 

of the system (Figure 3.11). 

Heat is inevitably produced when current is passed through a cell with nonzero internal 

resistance (Joule heating).186 In industrial electrolyzers, heat production results in high 

Figure 3.10 Carbon mass balance assessment. The amounts of CO2 are expressed in molar 

flow values (nmol s−1, averages of at least 1 h). The whole pie represents the total CO2 

available with a feed CO2 flow rate of 1.15 mL min−1 (681 nmol s−1). Direct + indirect outlets 

296 nmol s−1; degassing outlet: 189 nmol s−1; to CO2R products: 149 nmol s−1; missing: 47 

nmol s−1. The electrolysis was carried out in a mixing C | 1 | DIA | A configuration at −200 mA 

cm−2 with an inlet flow of CO2 of 1.15 mL min−1 and a 3 M Cs2SO4 (pH 5) electrolyte. 
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operating temperatures due to the scale of the reactors. For example, common alkaline water 

electrolyzers run at temperatures that range between 80-150 °C.187 These resistive losses lead 

to a reduced overall cell energy efficiency (defined as the ratio of thermodynamic potential 

required for products formation over the measured cell voltage)188 because electric energy is 

converted to waste heat instead of being used for the reaction. Nevertheless, the resulting 

higher operating temperature can compensate the efficiency loss, since increasing the 

temperature leads to a reduced cell voltage by decreasing the potentials associated with kinetic 

and thermodynamic contributions of CO2 reduction.187 Therefore, in bench-scale tests, cells 

Figure 3.11 Effects of the electrolyte solution temperature. (a) Cell voltage decrease due to 

the increase in temperature and (b) relative product distribution for the three tests. (c) Working 

and counter electrode potentials and (d) solution resistance comparison at 20 °C and 60 °C, 

values measured between the WE (cathode) and the RE. The electrolysis were carried out for 

30 min each at −200 mA cm−2 with a feed flow of CO2 of 20 mL min−1 in a 3 M Cs2SO4 solution 

(pH 5) and a mixing C | 1 | DIA | A configuration. 
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can be heated to better resemble industrial working conditions and to take advantage of 

reduced cell voltages, keeping in mind that large-scale reactors do not need an external heat 

source due to their size. There are a few reported examples that investigate the temperature 

effects on the performance of CO2R systems.96,187,189–194 However, most of these reports focus 

mainly on formic acid and carbon monoxide, while neglecting systems forming multicarbon 

products. 

When the temperature of the electrolyte was increased from 20 °C (room temperature) to 40 

°C, the |Ecell| could be lowered from 3.2 V to 3.08 V. By reaching 60 °C, a remarkable cell 

voltage of 2.89 V could be attained, going past the threshold value of 3 V with a current density 

of −200 mA cm−2, with an overall gain of 0.33 V with respect to the system at 20 °C (Figure 

3.11a). The decrease in |Ecell| did not come at the expense of the selectivity and a similar 

product distribution can be maintained from 20 °C to 60 °C (Figure 3.11b). The total FE was a 

little lower than expected at higher temperatures (89%, 82% and 69% for 20 °C, 40 °C and 60 

°C, respectively) due to partial oxidation of formic acid, ethanol and propanol to CO2 at the 

anode. Therefore, the FEs for liquid products reflect their continuous production and oxidation. 

Additional tests with cold traps to intercept alcohol evaporation will be needed to build a 

complete picture of the liquid product distribution. It is worth noting that propionic acid could 

be detected after 30 min, but it was only visible when the electrolysis was carried out for more 

than an hour. 

With the increased temperature, the electrodes voltage and the electrolyte conductivity both 

contributed to the decrease in |Ecell|. The working electrode (cathode) voltage diminished by 

0.09 V vs. Ag/AgCl when the temperature was brought from 20 °C to 60 °C, while at the same 

time the counter electrode (anode) potential was reduced by 0.21 V vs. Ag/AgCl (Figure 3.11c). 

In addition, the solution resistance values were 0.85 Ω mm−1 and 0.34 Ω mm−1 at 20 °C and 

60 °C, respectively (Figure 3.11d), which indicated a higher conductivity of the solution at 60 

°C. The CE potential experienced a larger variation than the WE potential because it also 

includes the contribution of the Em, other than the Eox and the Ecath. Moreover, gas bubbles 
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should become smaller at higher temperature, leading to an improved electrode-electrolyte 

contact that might also contribute to the lower |Ecell|.187 

Lowering the feed flow rate of CO2 increases the selectivity for multicarbon products, as 

already explained in Chapter 2. This can also be applied to the C | 1 | DIA | A configuration at 

increased temperature and the preliminary results at 40 °C are shown in the Appendix (Figure 

A.3). 

3.2.7 Voltage optimization summary 

Figure 3.12 summarizes the voltage optimization for the Zirfon-based system described in the 

previous sections. The cell potential could be lowered from 3.90 V (Figure 3.12a) to 2.89 V, a 

remarkable gain of more than 1 V (Figure 3.12b). The main contributions for the optimization 

were: (1) increased cesium sulfate concentrations (from 1.5 M to 3 M, both pH 5), which 

Figure 3.12 Optimization of the Zirfon-based system, from the C | 1 | DIA | 1 | A (|Ecell| = 3.90 

V) to the C | 1 | DIA | A (|Ecell| = 2.89 V) configuration at −200 mA cm−2. The three contributions 

shown here, accounting for an improvement of 0.96 V, were measured during three separate 

tests. This is way there is a slight discrepancy with the voltage gained when all three 

modifications were applied at the same time (1.1 V). 
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reduced the |Ecell| by 0.24 V; (2) decreased electrodes distance (from 8.5 mm to 4.5 mm), 

resulting in a gain of 0.49 V; (3) higher temperature (from 20 °C to 60 °C), which lowered the 

cell voltage by 0.23 V. The mixing did not affect the voltage directly, but it allowed to establish 

a system with a stable electrolyte over time in terms of pH and composition. It is important to 

note that when applying the same modifications to the C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A setup, thereby 

obtaining a C | 1 | CEM | A configuration, the voltage could not be lowered to the same extent 

(Figure 3.13). Decreasing the electrodes distance by adopting a one-gap configuration 

improves the |Ecell| by 0.16 V, while increasing the temperature to 60 °C results in a gain of 

0.21 V, resulting in an overall cell voltage of 3.24 V, 0.35 V more positive than the one obtained 

with the optimized C | 1 | DIA | A setup. The decrease obtained by rising the temperature was 

similar in the two cases, but the voltage gain due to the one-gap configuration, which was the 

main contribution for the optimization of the C | 1 | DIA | A system, was markedly different. The 

reason behind this might be that the resistance at 60 °C of a 1 M H2SO4 anolyte (0.06 Ω mm−1) 

is lower than the one offered by a 3 M Cs2SO4 solution (0.34 Ω mm−1), hence removing the 

Figure 3.13 Optimization of the Nafion-based system, from the C | 1 | CEM | 1 | A (|Ecell| = 

3.61 V) to the C | 1 | CEM | A (|Ecell| = 3.24 V) configuration −200 mA cm−2. 
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voltage drop associated with the anolyte has a larger impact for the C | 1 | DIA | A setup. Once 

the one-gap setup was in place, the resistance between cathode and anode, which accounts 

for the voltage drops of catholyte and membrane, was lower for the DIA system (0.81 Ω mm−1) 

compared to the CEM setup (1.57 Ω mm−1). Therefore, since the resistance of the two 

catholytes was similar at 60 °C (0.34 Ω mm−1 and 0.29 Ω mm−1 for 3 M Cs2SO4 and 3 M KCl / 

0.05 M H2SO4, respectively), it is clear that the resistance introduced by Nafion is the main 

impediment for the cell voltage optimization of the C | 1 | CEM | A configuration. 

 

3.3 Discussion 

In the previous sections, the |Ecell| of a common Nafion-based gas-fed flow cell CO2 electrolyzer 

was optimized by modifying parameters and components of the reactor. Because of the limits 

set by the Nafion membrane (resistance, electrolyte choice, stability), the cell voltage could 

only be lowered to a certain extent. The reason for keeping the anolyte salt-free is intrinsic to 

the transport mechanism through Nafion. Nafion membranes are rich in sulfonate groups (-

SO3
−) to selectively block anions and allow only positively charged species to cross, by hopping 

from a negative charge to the other under the influence of an electric potential.174 Metal ions 

interact with the -SO3
− in a strong manner due to the ionic nature the bond, which results in an 

increased resistance requiring a more intense driving force (i.e. voltage) to obtain efficient 

transport through the membrane.174,195 Several studies show a worse performance of Nafion 

membranes (permeability, ionic conductivity) when M+ transport is favored over H+ 

transport.196–198 Consequently, there is an important conductivity trade-off when using alkali 

electrolytes in combination with Nafion membranes: concentrated salts are usually employed 

to obtain high conductivity in solution, but at the same time, the conductivity of the membrane 

decreases due to the strong ionic interactions of M+ with the sulfonic groups. Moreover, even 

when protons are the major charge carriers through the membrane, the resistance associated 

with Nafion prevents an effective voltage optimization, as shown in Figure 3.13. Conversely, a 
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Zirfon separator is better suited for the system, as it offers less resistance (no ionic interactions) 

to the transport of positive charges towards the cathode. 

The electrolyte screening results shown in Section 3.2.3 evidenced the critical role of solubility 

and conductivity of salts and acids and how not many electrolytes are available beside the 

most common ones (KCl, K2SO4, KHCO3). Cs2SO4 was found to be most appropriate salt to 

couple with a Zirfon separator owing to its high ionic conductivity and ability to favor CO2R over 

HER. In addition, cesium sulfate can be employed on both sides of the cell, thereby enabling 

a mixing configuration able to maintain the electrolyte composition and pH constant over time. 

Gunter et al. have thoroughly investigated the mixing system.120,185,199 Their setup is focused 

on CO2 conversion to CO and syngas (CO + H2) while employing electrolytes such as K2SO4,  

KHCO3 and mixtures of the two, which result in near neutral pH solutions. They also employ 

high temperatures (up to 60 °C) but the |Ecell| hardly goes below 4.5 V in the best case. One of 

the advantages of this system is that by producing only CO (and H2), there is no liquid products 

oxidation at the anode, making the FE easier to manage. However, Gunter’s group system 

suffers from CO2 and O2 evolution at the anode, which they partially avoid by using a 

membrane contactor or an anode GDE; nevertheless, since they use a high flow rate of feed 

CO2 (100 mL min−1), separation from CO is not straightforward while CO2 remains distributed 

between the different reactor outlets.199 In the system presented in Section 3.2.5, the acidity of 

the solution restricts CO2 regeneration from carbonate to the cathode chamber and the main 

reservoir. To keep track of all of the CO2 molecules that enter the reactor, whether they are 

reduced to products or leave the cell unreacted, it is useful to aim for a closed carbon mass 

balance. The unreacted fraction comprises the CO2 that bypasses the cell (i.e. that never takes 

part in any reaction) and the CO2 that is temporarily converted to (bi)carbonate and then 

regenerated owing to the acid electrolyte. The CO2 feed flow rate selected for the mass balance 

experiment (1.15 mL min−1) was rather low to ensure that most of the r-CO2 was recovered at 

the indirect outlet as an almost pure stream, while the direct outlet yielded a flow of 

concentrated gas products (H2, CO and C2H4). In this case, the two gas outputs were not 
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quantified separately, but this is assumed given that the system is very similar to the one 

described in Chapter 2. As expected, part of the unreacted CO2 was present in the combined 

flows of direct and indirect outlets, but a significant fraction was also found at the degassing 

outlet, mixed with O2. This should be avoided for a better downstream CO2 management that 

allows its recycle, as it is known that CO2/O2 mixtures are not easy to separate.199 The CO2 

was able to exit through the degassing outlet either because of reinjection into the anode 

chamber from the main reservoir or CO2 crossover through the Zirfon separator. In addition, 

some of this CO2 was probably coming from CO2R product oxidation at the anode. A test to 

check which of the two pathways is preferred was performed with a non-mixing C | 1 | DIA | A 

configuration, aiming to assess the CO2 crossover degree through the separator and possibly 

exclude it. However, this system does not represent the CO2R working conditions because 

without mixing the catholyte quickly loses its acidity, leading to CO2 conversion to (bi)carbonate 

that can electromigrate to the anode, which does not happen under standard acidic electrolysis 

tests. Hence, it is not straightforward to state which pathway is followed by CO2 before being 

vented from the degassing outlet. 

Liquid product oxidation at the anode is the main disadvantage of the mixing system. Ethanol 

and propanol were converted with similar kinetics to acetic acid and propionic acid, 

respectively, which in turn can be completely oxidized to CO2. Propionic acid seemed to 

accumulate in solution slower than acetic acid, a trend that, together with the higher CO2 molar 

flow measured during the propanol test, might indicate a stronger propensity for oxidation to 

CO2. With no intermediates, formic acid was completely oxidized to CO2 at the end of the test. 

It is worth keeping in mind that during CO2 electrolysis, ethanol, propanol and formic acid are 

simultaneously present in solution, which might lead to competition among them for oxidation 

at the anode. Even though liquid product oxidation lowers the total FE, this issue can be easily 

solved by employing catalysts that are selective for gas products like CO (Zn, Ag, Au)49 and 

C2H4 (Cu nanodendrites,200 Cu/N-doped carbon201), which do not reach the anode due to their 

low water solubility and efficient evacuation at the gas diffusion cathode. 
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Increasing the temperature of the electrolyte improved the |Ecell|. The observed decrease in 

cell potential can be attributed to the improved kinetics of CO2R at the catalyst and to the better 

mass transport of CO2 to the cathode. The mass transport of CO2 depends on two parameters 

that have opposite trends when temperature varies.96 The first is the CO2 diffusion coefficient, 

which increases with rising temperature leading to reduced diffusion potentials and the second 

is CO2 solubility, governed by the van’t Hoff equation, which decreases with the temperature. 

Employing GDEs partially compensate for the lower solubility due to the reduced diffusion 

length for CO2, but if the temperature increases excessively this effect might be nullified by the 

lower solubility. Therefore, it is important to find the right temperature that keeps the two effects 

balanced. H2 FE can be used as an indicator for CO2 mass transport limitation, given that as 

soon as CO2 depletion at the cathode occurs the selectivity for hydrogen evolution starts to 

rise.96 Even though it was not in the scope of this work to deeply analyze how these parameters 

affect the system, it seems that here the transport of CO2 is sufficient for CO2R to be 

predominant at the cathode at each temperature tested. However, when going from 20 to 60 

°C, H2 production increased slightly while CO and C2H4 selectivity decreased, which might 

indicate that CO2 mass transport limitation is approaching (Figure 3.11b). 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

The reactor optimization presented in this chapter details a strategy to lower the overall cell 

voltage by tackling the resistive components of a CO2 electrolyzer. With an applied current 

density of −200 mA cm−2, the |Ecell| of a commonly employed Nafion-based gas-fed flow cell 

(3.61 V) could be decreased to reach a value (2.89 V) approaching those needed for scale-up 

and commercialization. This was made possible by reducing the resistance of two main 

components of the cell: the membrane and the electrolyte solution. The Nafion membrane was 

replaced by Zirfon, a non-ion selective diaphragm opposing less resistance to the passage of 

charges, which allows any species to cross from one side of the cell to the other. Because of 
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this, the electrolyte was also re-evaluated to obtain a system with the same catholyte and 

anolyte composition. KCl and H2SO4 (major cathodic and anodic species in the Nafion-based 

reactor) were replaced by Cs2SO4, a conductive and soluble salt able to provide a high ionic 

strength. Having the same electrolyte species in both half-cells enabled a continuous external 

mixing to prevent electrolyte composition and pH shift over time. The resistance introduced by 

the Cs2SO4 solution can be lowered by adopting a one-gap configuration, thereby reducing the 

distance separating cathode and anode. Finally, rising the temperature of the solution 

increased its conductivity, resulting in a low |Ecell|. Considering parameters such as the working 

temperature, the evolution of the electrolyte over time and the cell voltage is fundamental to 

build robust and efficient systems that can bring CO2 electrolysis out of the lab and towards 

commercialization. 

Another important aspect for the CO2R scale-up is the product output of the reactor. Ideally, 

an electrolyzer should have unit selectivity towards a single carbon product to avoid separation 

costs and undesired side reactions. In particular, multicarbon products (ethylene, ethanol, 

propanol) are sought after for their high added value and wide use in the industry. The next 

chapter will deal with the modification of the catalyst surface to direct the selectivity of the 

reactor towards multicarbon products. 
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4 Surface Modification 

 

Chapter 4 

 

Surface Modification 

 

Section 4.2 of this chapter was written on the basis of the following paper: Tuning Selectivity 

of Acidic Carbon Dioxide Electrolysis via Surface Modification, by Elli Vichou, Alessandro 

Perazio, Yanis Adjez, Maria Gomez-Mingot, Moritz Schreiber, Carlos Sanchez, and Marc 

Fontecave, Chem. Mater. 35, 7060–7068 (2023).202  

 

4.1 Introduction 

Cu is a unique transition metal for CO2R as it significantly catalyzes C-C bond formation and 

thus is able to yield multicarbon products, which are sought after for their high added value 

and their wide use in the industry as chemical feedstock. Despite this, CO2R on copper is 

intrinsically unselective and a variety of products are simultaneously formed (CO, HCOOH, 

C2H4, C2H5OH, C3H7OH). Many strategies have been employed to steer the selectivity from C1 

towards C2+ products such as alloying,203,204 dopant introduction,205 crystal facet selection,206–

208 defect engineering,209 surface morphology,59,210 oxidation states combination,57,211 and 

surface modification.212–214 The latter is an interesting way of tuning activity and selectivity as 

molecules and materials can be carefully selected and characterized to link their structure to 

the modified catalytic performance (structure-activity relationship).215 In particular, the 
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influence that molecular species have on CO2R has been studied by immobilization on various 

electrodes with promising effects on the catalyst activity, such as CO2R enhancement by 

stabilization of reduced intermediates215 and HER suppression.216 The surface modifiers are 

usually small organic molecules encompassing, among others, thiols,216–218 amines,218,219 and 

substituted heterocycles.220–224 Ionic liquids (ILs) have been extensively employed in 

electrochemical applications,225 with special attention given to those incorporating 1,3-

dialkylimidazolium cations due to their high conductivity and low viscosity.226 Rosen and 

coworkers were the first to report that IL addition to the electrolyte could lower the overpotential 

for CO2 conversion to CO.227 Since then, ILs effects on CO2R, especially those based on 1,3-

dialkylimidazolium, were explored mostly on silver228–230 and gold electrodes231,232. Other than 

employing ILs as pure electrolytes or solutes in solution, the surface of electrodes can be 

functionalized by immobilizing ILs through diazonium reactions,233 thiol groups in self-

assembled monolayers234 and covalent grafting235. Investigations regarding copper electrodes 

functionalization for CO2R are more recent and have been mostly restricted to neutral 

electrolyte H-cells236,237 and alkaline gas-fed flow cells,238,239 while exploration in acid 

conditions, which would favor CO2 conversion to products, is still lacking with the exception of 

some recent reports240,241 that were published during the investigations leading to the results 

described below. In particular, it was reported that, upon reduction, an organic layer derived 

from 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIMBF4) could be deposited on a copper 

electrode, resulting in enhanced CO2R and suppressed HER.242 1,3-dialkylimidazolium cations 

are prone to reduction when a suitable negative potential is applied (Scheme 4.1).243,244 Upon 

one electron transfer to a 1,3-dialkylimidazolium (1) a neutral radical centered on C2 is formed 

(imidazol-2-yl, 2), with C2 being the most electron-deficient carbon atom of the ring,245 which 

can decompose to the corresponding N-heterocyclic carbene (NHC, imidazole-2-ylidene, 3) 

and H2 as a side product. Recombination and disproportionation of two one-electron reduced 

radicals (2) are other possible pathways, giving a neutral dimeric species (1,1’,3,3’-tetraalkyl-

2,2’,3,3’-tetrahydro-1H,1’H-2,2’-biimidazole, 4) and a neutral monomer (1,3-dialkyl-2,3-

dihydro-1H-imidazole, 5) plus 3 as products, respectively.243,244 Reduction of the initial EMIM+ 
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to obtain the radical 2 seems to be necessary to form the layer on the electrode surface. The 

reason for the improved CO2R activity is not yet completely elucidated. It has been proposed 

that the imidazolium could stabilize negatively charged intermediates resulting from CO2R 

(namely CO2
•−) through electrostatic interactions.246 The ion pairing formation is thought to be 

driven by hydrogen bonding between the protons at the C2,246 C4229 and C5229 positions of the 

positive ring and the negatively charged oxygen atoms of CO2
•−, which lowers the activation 

barrier for the first electron transfer to CO2. Alternatively, the one-electron reduced radical 2 is 

reported to form adducts with CO2 at the C2 position, thereby facilitating reactant 

activation.226,242,243 DFT calculations concerning CO2R with EMIM+ on Cu showed that the 

Scheme 4.1 Reaction pathways following the one-electron reduction of a 1,3-

dialkylimidazolium (1) molecule. (a) Reduction of 1 results in imidazol-2-yl (2) formation; (b) 2 

decomposes into imidazole-2-ylidene (3) and H2; (c) recombination reaction with 2 giving 

1,1’,3,3’-tetraalkyl-2,2’,3,3’-tetrahydro-1H,1’H-2,2’-biimidazole (4); (d) disproportionation 

reaction with 2 forming 1,3-dialkyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-imidazole (5) and 3. Adapted from ref. 243. 
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reduction potential to form the radical coincides with the onset of CO2 reduction, suggesting 

an IL-initiated catalysis.242 

As described before, electrolytes containing alkali metal cations are needed in acid solutions 

to efficiently suppress HER during CO2R. However, high salt concentrations used in 

combination with CEMs lead to additional voltage drops, as the cations quickly saturate the 

negatively charged groups of the membrane increasing its resistance. In addition, M+ salts can 

form precipitates on the cathode and the membrane, which negatively impact the 

performance.247 The key element for suppressing HER is the positive charge that the cations 

provide close to the electrode, which role could be mimicked by other charged species. Once 

reduced and deposited on the electrode surface, it is possible that the imidazolium re-gains its 

positive charge and acts as a promoter for CO2 reduction, avoiding the need for metal cations. 

A different strategy to suppress HER and boost CO2R consists in deliberately making the 

surface of the catalyst highly hydrophobic. By making the electrode less wettable, water and 

protons are partially prevented from reaching the catalyst, resulting in H2 evolution limitation. 

In addition, the hydrophobicity enhances CO2 permeation through the GDE, allowing the 

formation of an extended gas network around the Cu nanoparticles, which favors CO2R.216  

Long alkyl chains bearing an anchoring group are well suited to increase the hydrophobicity of 

metal electrodes. Surface modification of copper has been reported using organothiols,248–250 

organoselenols251,252 and phosphonic acids.253,254 As a notable example, modification of copper 

dendrites with 1-octadecanethiol was reported to suppress HER and favor multicarbon 

products selectivity as a result of the highly hydrophobic catalyst surface.216 When considering 

the stability of these molecular anchors, phosphonic acids have a lower tendency to be 

protonated in acid conditions (pKa1 ~ 2-3, pKa2 ~ 8-9)255 compared to thiols and selenols (pKa 

~ 10-11 and pKa ~ 7, respectively). In addition, the binding of phosphonic acids on the surface 

occurs in a tridentate mode,256 which should impart a stronger stability compared to the 

monodentate fashion of thiols and selenols. Despite this, a study investigating the interaction 

of tetradecylphosphonic acids with Ag nanoparticles indicated that a cathodic potential sweep 
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results in dissociation of the molecules from the surface.257,258 Nevertheless, the phosphonic 

acids remained in the proximity of the surface in virtue of weak hydrophobic interactions 

between the long alkyl chains. Therefore, long alkyl chains attached to phosphonic acid groups 

seem suitable to tune the wettability of copper electrodes. 

In this chapter, the results obtained by the surface modification of commercial copper 

nanoparticles with 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIMBF4) and 

tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA) will be described (Figure 4.1), representing one of the first 

studies dealing with copper surface modification for acidic CO2R. The results shown in Section 

4.2 have been collected in collaboration with Dr. Elli Vichou. 

 

4.2 Results: ionic liquid modification 

The gas-fed flow cell setup used for the following experiments is described in Chapter 2 (Figure 

2.15). CO2 reduction was achieved on a GDE composed of a layer of commercial Cu NPs (size 

around 40-60 nm) deposited on a porous PTFE membrane. The cathode was interfaced with 

the optimized catholyte from Section 2.2.2 (3 M KCl / 0.5 M H2SO4, pH 0.9), while the Ni-foam 

anode was in contact with an alkaline anolyte (2.5 M KOH, pH 14). A bipolar membrane was 

used as a compartment separator. The focus here is on the cathode surface modification, thus 

the effects of the BPM, pH and CO2 regeneration will not be discussed, as they are already 

detailed in Chapter 2. 

Figure 4.1 Illustration of 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIMBF4, 1) and 

tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA, 2). 
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4.2.1 Cathode modification with EMIMBF4 

First, the activity of a 0.5 M EMIMBF4 aqueous solution on the Cu GDE was assessed by LSV 

under inert atmosphere. When the cathodic potential is swept towards negative values, a 

reduction curve appears with an onset at ca. −1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl, corresponding to the one-

electron reduction of EMIM+ (Figure 4.2). Previous results obtained on a glassy carbon 

electrode showed that around a potential of −1.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl EMIM+ can receive an electron 

from the cathode and form a radical species that could establish a covalent bond with the 

electrode surface (Figure A.4). As described below, the presence of discrete imidazolium 

molecules grafted on the Cu surface cannot be unequivocally confirmed. Nevertheless, upon 

electroreduction, an EMIM-derived organic layer could be deposited on the catalyst. 

EMIMBF4 deposition can be achieved with two different methods: static deposition and flow 

deposition. The static method involves a separate container dedicated to the formation of the 

IL organic layer. The Cu GDE is placed in a 0.5 EMIMBF4 solution under inert atmosphere and 

current is applied to allow EMIM+ reduction. Then, after rinsing, the modified electrode can be 

placed in the flow cell for testing. Instead, the flow deposition is already carried out in the flow 

cell, where the EMIMBF4 solution is flown in the catholyte compartment and the IL deposition 

Figure 4.2 EMIM+ reduction during a negative LSV scan of a 0.5 M EMIMBF4 solution. Scan 

rate: 25 mV s−1. 
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is achieved once again by applying constant current. Among the two, the flow method proved 

to be superior in terms of performance of the resulting electrode. The GDE needs to be 

manipulated more for the static deposition and might experience mechanical stress, while for 

the flow method the GDE is placed in the reactor and it is not moved until the end of the 

experiments. Therefore, only the flow deposition will be discussed. 

Optimization of the EMIMBF4 deposition (Figure 4.3) was performed by varying the applied 

current density (from −10 to −50 mA cm−2, 10 min for each test) and the duration of the 

Figure 4.3 Effects on the modified electrodes performance as a consequence of applying 

different current densities for 10 min during the deposition (a, b) and varying the deposition 

time with a constant current density of −10 mA cm−2 (c, d). (a, c) show the product selectivity, 

while (b, d) show the multicarbon to monocarbon product ratio. The IL deposition is performed 

under Ar, while the FEs are recorded after 30 min electrolysis at −200 mA cm−2 with a 3 M KCl 

/ 0.05 M H2SO4 catholyte (pH 0.9) and a CO2 feed flow rate of 10 mL min−1. Blanks are added 

for reference. 
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deposition time (from 5 to 60 min, constant current density of −10 mA cm−2); the performance 

of the resulting electrodes was then assessed via CO2R product selectivity during acidic 

electrolysis. There seemed to be a non-linear trend concerning the selectivity when changing 

the deposition current density (Figure 4.3a), as the FEs for multicarbon products (ethylene, 

ethanol and propanol) increased at −10 mA cm−2 from that of the blank (unmodified electrode), 

decreased at −20 mA cm−2 and then increased again at −50 mA cm−2. Even though a very high 

multicarbon (C2+) to monocarbon (C1) product ratio was obtained at −50 mA cm−2 (Figure 4.3b), 

here H2 formation was more pronounced. At −10 mA cm−2, C2+ products were still favored 

(C2+/C1 > 1) while H2 evolution could be limited, giving an overall better performance. 

Therefore, −10 mA cm−2 was the current density value chosen for the following tests. Varying 

the deposition time at constant current density (Figure 4.3c) gave a volcano plot, with the 

highest FEs for C2+ products obtained after 30 min, which is also the point with the highest 

C2+/C1 ratio (Figure 4.3d). H2 evolution was not significantly affected, except after a long 

deposition time (60 min). In general, Cu nanoparticles modification with EMIMBF4 favored C2+ 

product formation, with the best performance found when the deposition was carried out with 

a current density of −10 mA cm−2 applied for 30 min. 

4.2.2 CO2R with the IL-modified electrode 

The effect of the EMIM-modification was assessed by comparing the product selectivities of 

the blank with those of the modified GDE at different current densities (Figure 4.4). The IL 

deposition conditions were the ones optimized in the previous section (flow deposition, −10 

mA cm−2 applied for 30 min, 0.05 M EMIMBF4 solution). The blank presented a general higher 

FE for monocarbon products (CO and HCOOH, Figure 4.4a), while the modification favored 

the production of ethylene, ethanol and propanol at all current densities tested (Figure 4.4b). 

In addition, the selectivity for multicarbon products increased with increasing current in both 

cases. Comparison of the cathodic potential values of the blank and of the modified electrodes 

allowed to exclude that the difference in catalytic activity between the two stems from an 

altered potential of the cathode resulting from the deposition. Figure 4.4c helps to better 
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visualize the change in selectivity thanks to the C2+/C1 product ratio, which was higher for the 

IL-modified electrode at each current density tested. In particular, the ratio found at −300 mA 

cm−2 for the modified electrode reached a remarkable value of 4, meaning that multicarbon 

products selectivity can be efficiently boosted at the expenses of monocarbon products. 

The long term stability of the system was tested during a 5 h electrolysis at −200 mA cm−2 

(Figure 4.5). Both the blank (Figure 4.5a) and the modified electrode (Figure 4.5b) displayed a 

good stability in terms of cathodic potential and product selectivity over the course of the 

experiment, which might indicate no or limited loss of the organic layer from the surface. As 

already seen previously, the unmodified copper catalyst yields higher FEs for CO and HCOOH, 

while the presence of the layer increases the long term selectivity for ethylene, ethanol and 

propanol. In addition, the potential could be maintained at a similar value for the two cases 

Figure 4.4 Product selectivity of the blank (a) and EMIM-modified (b) GDEs. (c) Comparison 

of multicarbon to monocarbon product ratio for the blank (triangles) and the modified electrode 

(circles). The electrolysis were performed for 30 min in a 3 M KCl / 0.05 H2SO4 catholyte with 

a feed flow rate of CO2 of 10 mL min−1. 
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(1.85 V for the blank and 1.82 V for the modified electrode vs. Ag/AgCl), highlighting once 

again that the modified selectivity is not due to a difference in potential introduced by the 

organic layer. 

4.2.3 Characterization of the EMIM-modified electrode 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis of the modified electrode surface was used to 

characterize the nature of the EMIM-derived layer and to assess the effect of electrolysis on 

the modified electrode. SEM images (Figure 4.6) showed the formation of a thin layer uniformly 

covering the Cu nanoparticles after deposition (Figure 4.6a and b), and that the total thickness 

of the GDE catalyst layer (organic layer + nanoparticles) was around 8 µm (Figure A.5). After 

30 min of electrolysis, the presence of the layer could not be visually confirmed by looking at 

Figure 4.5 Evolution of CO2R product selectivity and Ecath over the course of a 5 h electrolysis 

for the blank (a) and the EMIM-modified electrode (b). Test performed in a 3 M KCl/0.05 H2SO4 

catholyte with a feed flow rate of CO2 of 10 mL min−1 and a current density of −200 mA cm−2. 

Figure 4.6 SEM images of the blank (a), EMIM-modified electrode (b), and EMIM-modified 

electrode after electrolysis (c) carried out for 30 min at −200 mA cm−2 with a feed CO2 flow rate 

of 10 mL min−1. 
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SEM pictures (Figure 4.6c), but its permanence can be argued according to other kinds of 

analysis, shown below. Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) clearly showed the 

introduction of nitrogen after EMIMBF4 deposition and boron could also be seen, albeit with a 

small peak (Figure 4.7a and b). Copper, oxygen, carbon and fluorine can be linked to the 

catalyst, the IL and the supporting PTFE membrane (Cu from the nanoparticles; O from CuO 

formation due to a slight catalyst oxidation between the deposition and the EDX measurement; 

C and F from the PTFE and EMIMBF4). All of the peaks corresponding to the mentioned 

elements could be retained after electrolysis, except N, with the addition of K and Cl peaks, 

likely due to the KCl electrolyte (Figure 4.7c). The absence of nitrogen post-electrolysis might 

be just a detection error, because further characterization and analysis proved that the layer 

and its imidazolium features are retained even after performing CO2R. EDX elemental mapping 

Figure 4.7 EDX analysis of the blank (a), modified electrode (b) and modified electrode after 

electrolysis performed for 30 min in a 3 M KCl / 0.05 M H2SO4 catholyte at −200 mA cm−2 with 

a feed CO2 flow rate of 10 mL min−1 (c). The inserts show a zoom of the zone from 0 to 1 keV.  
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showed how N and B, clear signatures of the EMIM species, were homogeneously distributed 

on the Cu surface after deposition (Figure 4.8). In addition, F was also evenly distributed on 

the surface. X-ray photoelectron spectrometry (XPS) was used to identify the nature of the 

nitrogen present on the surface, and whether it was consistent with an imidazolium structure. 

Once more, N and B were found only in on samples that had undergone deposition (Figure 

4.9a, b and c). In addition, the deconvolution of the N 1s portion of the spectrum (Figure 4.9d 

and e) revealed three peaks with a binding energy of 398.9 eV (Cu-pyrrolic N, purple), 400.5 

eV (free pyrrolic N, yellow) and 401.7 (pyridinic N, orange), which match with previously 

reported data concerning imidazolium species immobilized on metallic surfaces.237,259–261 XPS 

results also indicated that the copper was not affected by the EMIM deposition nor by the 

electrolysis, presenting the same unchanged peaks (Figure 4.9f). The attenuated total 

reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectrum (Figure 4.10a and b) of the 

modified electrode displayed bands that are absent from that of the blank. Comparison with 

the reference spectrum of a EMIMBF4 solution confirmed that an EMIM-like structure is present 

on the surface of the catalyst: band at 1165 cm−1, corresponding to methyl-N and ethyl-N 

stretching; band at 1564 cm−1, characteristic of C=C stretching; bands at 3118 cm−1 and 3158 

Figure 4.8 EDX elemental mapping of the catalyst surface after deposition. Bare SEM image 

(grey), copper (red), nitrogen (green), boron (yellow) and fluorine (blue). 
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cm−1 associated with C2-H stretching and C4-H/C5-H stretching of the imidazolium ring, 

respectively.262,263 Finally, the band at 1010 cm−1 corresponds to the counter anion BF4
−. 

Notably, the characteristic signals (C-H stretching around 2800 cm−1) corresponding to the 

recombination dimer (4, Scheme 4.1) were absent in the yellow trace, excluding the possibility 

of having an organic layer consisting of dimeric structures.264 Further proof of the fact that 

radical 2 dimerization was not predominant is the presence of aromatic signals (C-H stretching 

at 3118 cm−1 and 3158 cm−1) associated with the EMIM ring, which would be absent with the 

non-aromatic dimer. The hydrophobicity of the surface was analyzed by water contact angle 

(WCA) measurements (Figure 4.11) that showed how the WCA decreased from a value of 

156° in the blank to 107° after IL deposition, reflecting more hydrophilic electrode compared to 

the blank, which is hydrophobic due to the Nafion used as a binder during the GDE preparation. 

Electrochemical surface area (ECSA) of the different electrodes was determined through 

double layer capacitance values. The ECSAs of the unmodified and modified electrode were 

Figure 4.9 XPS survey: blank (a); EMIM-modified electrode (b); EMIM-modified electrode after 

electrolysis (c). XPS high-resolution spectra of N (1s): EMIM-modified electrode (d), Cu-

pyrrolic N (purple), free pyrrolic N (yellow), pyridinic N (orange); EMIM-modified electrode after 

electrolysis (e). XPS high-resolution spectra of Cu (2p): blank (f, red); modified electrode after 

electrolysis (f, brown). Electrolysis performed for 30 min in a 3 M KCl / 0.05 M H2SO4 catholyte 

at −200 mA cm−2 with a feed CO2 flow rate of 10 mL min−1. 
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57.2 and 50.3 cm2 cm−2, respectively, indicating that the large area given by the Cu 

nanoparticles was not significantly influenced by the presence of the IL layer. In addition, the 

ECSA remains similar even after electrolysis, with a value of 54.9 cm2 cm−2. 

4.2.4 Potassium-free CO2R 

Employing electrolytes with high salt concentrations is important to obtain highly conductive 

solutions. In addition, the critical role that alkali metal cations play in favoring CO2R over HER 

in acidic environments has been detailed in previous sections. However, concentrated 

solutions may lead to salt deposition on the cathode247 and when a CEM such as Nafion is 

Figure 4.10 ATR-FTIR spectra of the blank in red, EMIMBF4 solution in blue and EMIM-

modified Cu in yellow (a); zoom of the region around 3000 cm−1 (b). 

Figure 4.11 Images from the WCA measurement for the (a) blank and (b) IL-modified 

electrode. 
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used as a separator, M+ accumulation in the membrane increases its voltage drop, negatively 

affecting the cell potential (see Section 3.3). Therefore, achieving the same degree of 

conductivity and CO2R selectivity without metallic salts in solution is an attractive perspective. 

Here, CO2R selectivity with the IL-modified electrode was tested in absence of potassium in 

solution. First, the HER suppressing effect of K+ was evaluated and, as expected, absence of 

K+ in a 0.1 M H2SO4 solution (pH 0.7) resulted in almost 100% FE for H2 with the unmodified 

electrode, and addition of KCl gradually increased the selectivity towards CO2R (up to 60% 

with 3 M KCl, Figure 4.12). Surprisingly, when the modified electrode was tested in the K+-free 

electrolyte, a total FE for CO2R products of (11 ± 3)% could be obtained, which is roughly 

comparable to a blank electrode tested in 0.8 M KCl solution. This is remarkable because it 

indicates HER suppression in a strongly acidic electrolyte solution with no alkali metal cations, 

an effect that could be ascribed to the positive charge possibly carried by the EMIM-layer 

exerting a similar effect as K+ ions. 

 

Figure 4.12 Selectivities for CO2R (cumulative carbon products) and HER. The blank was 

tested in a 0.1 M H2SO4 electrolyte with increasing KCl concentration (0-3 M, pH 0.7-0.9 red 

and blue triangles); the modified electrode was tested in a 0.1 M H2SO4 solution without KCl 

(pH 0.7, yellow and purple diamonds). Electrolysis performed for 30 min each at −100 mA 

cm−2 with a CO2 feed flow rate of 10 mL min−1. 
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4.3 Results: phosphonic acid modification 

The results presented in this section were obtained in a gas-fed flow cell featuring an acidic 

catholyte and an acidic anolyte (3 M KCl / 0.05 M H2SO4 and 1 M H2SO4, respectively) 

separated by a Nafion membrane. Commercial copper nanoparticles (size around 40-60 nm) 

modified with TDPA were used as the cathode, while IrOx was used as the anode. As this 

project is still in the exploratory phase, limited data is available and no physical characterization 

is provided. 

4.3.1 Influence of TDPA on CO2R selectivity 

The deposition of TDPA on copper was achieved by a self-assembly method. In brief, different 

amounts of TDPA were dispersed in methanol by sonication. Then, a standard amount of CuO 

nanoparticles was added (around 45 mg) to the different dispersions to obtain several 

TDPA/CuO ratios, and the immobilization on the surface was attained after a second sonication 

step at controlled temperature (42 ± 1° C).  Four different ratios (µmol  TDPA/mg CuO) were 

obtained: 0.5, 1, 2.5 and 5. The modified CuO nanoparticles were tested and evaluated 

according to the relative product selectivity and cathodic potential (Figure 4.13). Before 

electrolysis, all GDEs were activated according to the procedure described in Section 2.2.1, 

thereby reducing CuO to metallic Cu. Electrolysis was performed using electrodes modified 

with different amounts of TDPA at various current densities (from −50 to −400 mA cm−2). At 

−50 mA cm−2 the blank produced mainly CO and HCOOH, and modifying the surface with a 

0.5 ratio did not affect the product distribution (Figure 4.13a). However, when the amount of 

phosphonic acid increased (2.5 ratio), there was a clear preference for C2H4 and C2H5OH 

formation, increasing from a FE of 4% to 25% and from 0% to 8%, respectively, while C1 

products were suppressed. When the ratio was pushed further to a value of 5, HER became 

predominant, but the higher C2+ selectivity over C1 products could be maintained. With a 

current density of −200 mA cm−2 a similar trend can be found, with the highest selectivity for 

C2+ products (23% and 10% for C2H4 and C2H5OH, respectively) obtained when a TDPA/CuO 
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ratio of 1 was employed, even if HER already started to become predominant (Figure 4.13b). 

Finally, the highest selectivity for C2+ products (31% and 14% for C2H4 and C2H5OH, 

respectively) shifted to a TDPA/CuO ratio of 0.5 when the current was increased to −400 mA 

cm−2 (Figure 4.13c). In this case, an efficient C1 products suppression cannot be achieved 

without a concomitant increase in HER activity. However, the modification with TDPA leads to 

an increase in the C2+/C1 products ratio at all current densities and TDPA/CuO ratios tested 

(Figure 4.13d), showing the positive effect of the modification on the selectivity. The cathodic 

potential (Ecath) relative to each run is shown and it is clear that the modification with 

phosphonic acid induced a progressive cathodic voltage shift at all current densities tested, 

evidencing the significant influence that the modification had on the electrode performance. 

 

Figure 4.13 Selectivity of the TDPA-modified electrodes at different current densities: (a) −50 

mA cm−2, (b) −200 mA cm−2, (c) −400 mA cm−2. (d) Multicarbon over monocarbon products 

ratios for the three current densities tested. Electrolysis conditions: 3 M KCl / 0.05 M H2SO4 

(pH 0.9) catholyte, CO2 feed flow rate 20 mL min−1, 30 min duration. 
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4.4 Discussion 

Characterization data gave interesting insights on the nature of the EMIM-derived layer. SEM 

images present a porous Cu surface uniformly covered by a thin film, while EDX 

measurements showed that this layer contains homogeneously dispersed N and B atoms, 

which very likely come from the EMIMBF4. The environment around the surface-confined 

nitrogen atoms was studied in detail via high-resolution XPS (N 1s). The deconvolution of the 

peak around 400 eV hints towards the presence of three different kinds of N in the layer: (i) 

pyrrolic N interacting with Cu, (ii) free pyrrolic N and (iii) pyridinic N (Figure 4.14). (i) The lower 

energy peak (398.9 eV) could suggest a bond or synergy between the pyrrolic N of the 

imidazolium and the Cu atoms of the electrode (Cu-N);237,259 however, another report assigned 

this peak to a free pyrrolic N, associating the Cu-N interaction to a band lower in energy.260 (ii) 

The second peak (400.5 eV) was attributed to the same pyrrolic N of the EMIM (C-N)237,259,260 

that has no interaction with Cu. (iii) Finally, the highest energy peak (401.7 eV) could be linked 

to pyridinic N (C=N)237,259,260 and could also hint to the permanence of the positive charge on 

the ring.261 IR spectra analysis also confirmed that the imidazole structure remains intact after 

deposition. Moreover, recombination of two radicals to form the dimer 4 (pathway c, Scheme 

4.1) can confidently be excluded since the characteristic IR bands associated with the dimeric 

form were absent. These considerations point towards a modification that involves the 

formation of an organic layer on the copper surface consisting of discrete EMIM-like structures, 

which retain the characteristic signatures of imidazolium. In addition, the presence of evenly 

distributed boron might suggest that BF4
− still acts as a counteranion for a charged imidazolium 

Figure 4.14 Scheme illustrating the two types of nitrogen atoms in EMIM+: pyrrolic N (green) 

and pyridinic N (red). 
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structure on the surface, supporting the hypothesis that the ring might keep its positive charge 

even after deposition. 

Introducing the organic layer did not modify the potential of the cathode, which means that the 

selectivity change stems from something inherent to the organic layer more than to a potential 

difference (a lower potential would result in higher multicarbon products formation as seen in 

Figure 4.4). However, the exact reason for the IL improved C2+ selectivity is not elucidated at 

present. It is possible that the layer enhances CO2 concentration at the electrode surface and 

also stabilizes the adsorbed *CO and other intermediates, hence favoring C-C coupling and 

increasing multicarbon products formation.237,240,265,266 EMIMBF4 deposition increased C2H4 

and C2H5OH FEs by a factor of 2 at −200 mA cm−2 (from 16% to 30%, and from 7% to 17%, 

respectively, Figure 4.4), while C3H7OH FE remained constant around 5%. These values were 

also retained during long term electrolysis, with the total FE for C2+ products increasing from 

25% to 45% when the organic modification was present. 

HER partial suppression in a K+-free electrolyte is an extremely promising outcome of the 

present work and was only reported once241 in concomitance with the publication of the results 

presented here. Albeit limited for the moment, this effect offers a direct and simple strategy to 

start reducing, and eventually eliminating, the need for concentrated alkali metal cations in acid 

solutions to favor CO2R over HER. Commonly used CEMs like Nafion suffer from a higher 

resistance when they are employed together with electrolytes containing M+ species. When 

the charge is carried mainly by charged alkali metals in solution, an additional voltage penalty 

is needed to drive them across the membrane, due to their high affinity for the Nafion sulfonic 

groups (see Section 3.3 for more details). Even if the reactor presented here features a BPM, 

it is easy to see how this is applicable to an electrolyzer equipped with a Nafion membrane. 

Concerning the HER suppression, it is possible that the EMIM-derived layer might mimic the 

effect that metal cations exert on CO2R. When potassium is present, the polarization of the 

electrodes attracts positive charges towards the cathode so K+ can readily adsorbe on the Cu 

surface in virtue of its low hydration number, effectively repelling other positive charges like H+ 
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and stabilizing negatively charged CO2R intermediates.141 The IL layer could act in a similar 

manner, following the hypothesis that the imidazolium ring retains its positive charge after 

deposition. Nevertheless, this effect is nothing more than speculation for now, and further 

experiments are needed to confirm the cationic nature of the EMIM-layer. HER inhibition could 

also stem from an increased hydrophobicity introduced by the organic layer, which would 

expand the gas network around the Cu nanoparticles, increasing CO2 concentration at the 

electrode surface, thereby increasing CO2R selectivity.216 However, WCA tests indicated that 

after deposition the electrode becomes more hydrophilic, meaning that the alkyl chains are 

probably too short to introduce a significant degree of hydrophobicity. In addition, the 

hydrophilicity could suggest the presence of charged species within the layer. It is worth noting 

that removing metallic salts from solution might reduce the ohmic loss brought by the 

membrane, but this also lowers the conductivity of the solution, possibly resulting in an overall 

increase in cell voltage. This could be avoided by, for example, increasing the acid 

concentration to compensate the decreased ionic strength, given that CO2R is still favored in 

even more acidic environments. The reason behind IL modification-induced HER suppression 

remains unclear for the moment, however this first example has the potential to be optimized 

further. For instance, when the deposition was performed during three consecutive steps of 10 

minutes at −10 mA cm−2, the selectivity for CO2R in a K+-free electrolyte slightly increased from 

11% to 15% (mean of three different experiments), indicating that the deposition technique has 

room for improvement concerning this effect. 

Phosphonic acid deposition on commercial Cu NPs has varying effects on the products FE 

and on the selectivity of CO2R and HER, depending on the amount used. The immobilization 

of the phosphonate species on the surface can be argued from the different selectivity obtained 

by comparison with the blank. It is likely that TDPA interacts with the surface via its polar side, 

the negatively charged phosphonic acid group. Previous reports describe that phosphonic 

groups can be anchored on the surface of metal oxides.267 It is worth noting that in the present 

case, TDPA is attached to the surface of CuO, which is then reduced to metallic Cu. Kim et al. 
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report how in these conditions the phosphonic acids detach from the metallic surface, but are 

not subsequently lost in solution. Instead they remain in close proximity of the surface due to 

the weak interaction between the hydrophobic chains, which keep the layers together.257 The 

goal of the modification was to increase the surface hydrophobicity. This would lead to an 

increased gas network around the Cu NPs and thus to an improved selectivity towards 

CO2R.216 The cathodic shift of the cathode potential seen with an increasing amount of TDPA 

on the Cu surface could indicate that the difference in product selectivity with the various 

TDPA/CuO ratios originates in part from the different potential (more negative potentials result 

in more C2+) and in part from TDPA interactions with the surface and/or CO2 intermediates. 

This is different from the EMIM deposition case, where the cathode potential was not 

influenced by the modification. Given the length of the alkyl chain used, the Cu surface 

becomes highly hydrophobic, to a degree that depends on the ratio chosen, which may explain 

the more negative potential needed to drive the reaction at a certain current. Increased 

hydrophobicity should result in HER suppression,216 but it was not the case in this study. The 

cause might be the negative charge of the phosphonate that attracts K+ and H+, in which case 

the TDPA layer would act as a proton relay to the surface, thereby favoring HER. Further 

experiments are needed to confirm this speculation. Nevertheless, the enhancement of 

selectivity towards C2+ products over C1 products as a result of the modification is promising 

and the overall FE for CO2R could be improved by using phosphonic acids with shorter carbon 

chains, which would give a lower degree of hydrophobicity to the surface, or by adopting 

different head groups, such as ammonium ions. 

 

4.5 Conclusions 

Copper is a unique CO2R catalyst, able to form multicarbon products at industrially relevant 

performances, but achieving an optimal selectivity remains a challenge due to the wide variety 

of products that are obtained at the same time. To solve this problem, electrode 
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functionalization with small molecules has been explored to try and direct the selectivity 

towards a single product. In particular, ionic liquids have been used to modify electrodes in 

neutral and alkaline conditions. Here, EMIMBF4 was deposited as a layer on Cu NPs via 

electroreduction. This functionalization resulted in a drastic change in selectivity that favored 

C2+ product formation at the expense of CO and HCOOH, which could be maintained even in 

a long term tests, indicating the stability of the IL-derived deposit. Various characterization 

methods were employed to confirm that the layer contains organic species that retain the 

features of imidazolium rings, thus excluding the dimerization or decomposition of EMIM+ after 

reduction. In addition, XPS analysis suggested close interactions between the nitrogen atoms 

of the ring and the copper surface. Interestingly, the EMIM-modified electrode was able to carry 

out CO2R even in absence of alkali cations in solution, one of the first reported examples of 

this phenomenon. It is possible that this is the proof of the permanence of a positive charge on 

the deposited imidazolium, which would act by repelling H+ and stabilizing CO2R intermediates, 

similarly to metal cations. However, more mechanistic studies are needed to prove this as well 

as to uncover the reason for the increased multicarbon selectivity. 

The preliminary results concerning Cu NPs modification with TDPA were also shown. The 

selectivity for multicarbon products could be enhanced owing to the modification of the catalyst 

at all current densities tested, reaching high C2+/C1 ratios. However, this effect was often 

accompanied by a concomitant increase in H2 evolution. Even though the selectivity change 

might be more due to a different cathodic potential rather than to interaction between copper, 

CO2 and the phosphonic acid, it might provide useful insights for further molecular 

modifications. In addition, by altering the chain length and type of charged anchoring group, a 

strategy to favor multicarbon products while suppressing HER might be found. 
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5 Conclusions and Perspectives 

 

Chapter 5 

 

Conclusions and Perspectives 

 

5.1 General conclusions 

The aims of this work were to provide strategies to optimize CO2R electrolyzers for industrial 

conditions with a view to future commercialization. Through the data presented, crucial 

parameters including reactant utilization, cell voltage and selectivity were evaluated and 

improved to advance research towards making CO2-derived carbon products economically 

competitive. As a result, some significant findings are reported in the present thesis. Acting as 

a thread connecting all of the tests performed is the use of a copper catalyst in combination 

with an acid electrolyte for the reduction reaction. Many reports provide insights and 

optimization in neutral and alkaline environments, and while they are valuable to obtain a better 

understanding of the CO2R process, these conditions are not considered suitable for 

commercial applications, mainly due to (bi)carbonate formation upon CO2 reaction with 

hydroxide ions. Recently, several groups have explored the feasibility of carrying out the 

reaction in acidic media, which had previously been avoided due to the absence of selectivity 

towards CO2R and predominance of HER, with promising results that inspired this research. 

The pathways and reactions involving CO2 within the cell were first evaluated through single-

pass conversion and utilization values. The results highlighted how (bi)carbonate formation 

could not be avoided even in acid (pH < 1) catholytes due to rapid OH− production at high 
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current densities, which established an alkaline local environment at the electrode surface. 

However, since the bulk remained acidic, when the (bi)carbonate species diffused away from 

the cathode they were readily converted back to CO2, making the reactant available for 

reduction. Despite the presence of dissolved CO2 in the electrolyte, r-CO2 was not expected to 

re-react at the cathode, as the alkaline local environment prevents CO2 from approaching the 

electrode without reacting with OH− once again. Instead, the regenerated CO2 was vented from 

the reactor as a high purity stream suitable for reinjection in the cell, while the gas products 

were obtained at a different gas outlet. Recycling the r-CO2 allowed to achieve high utilization 

values (> 85%), which diminishes costs for downstream separation from products and reactant 

recovery. This remarkable result was achieved even with a relatively low single-pass 

conversion (29%), a parameter that is usually maximized in the literature. Achieving a high 

SPC is not always the best option as it comes at the expenses of other important parameters 

like the reactor productivity. Therefore, being able to react the majority of the CO2 while having 

an intermediate SPC value is beneficial for the overall performance of the system. In order to 

obtain this outcome, the electrolysis reactions were carried out at low CO2 flow rates (1.25 mL 

min−1) and high current densities (−200 mA cm−2). These conditions were shown to favor the 

formation of multicarbon products such as ethylene and ethanol (FEC2+ > 60%). In addition, the 

electrolyzer stability over time was addressed by employing a bipolar membrane, which 

maintained a constant composition and pH of the electrolyte over several hours. The drawback 

of this approach was the very high cell voltage (|Ecell| = 4.7 V) arising predominantly from the 

BPM used in reverse bias (water dissociation at the interlayer) and also from voltage drops 

due to inefficiencies in the setup. This issue prompted an investigation into methods for 

reducing the overall |Ecell| by assessing and optimizing the main sources of resistance within 

the reactor. 

Carrying out CO2R at low cell voltages reduces the operational cost of the electrolyzer by 

minimizing the electricity input. This is why Ecell optimization has been a central part of the 

project. To lower the Ecell, a critical assessment of the cell components introducing the major 
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voltage drops was conducted. First, CEMs (namely Nafion), commonly used for acidic CO2R, 

were found to be not entirely suitable for the system, as they induce electrolyte imbalances 

over time and add a significant resistance to the current flow in solution. Thus, the CEM was 

replaced by a non-ion selective diaphragm (Zirfon), which opposes very little resistance to 

charge transport. As a non-selective separator, any species was able to cross from one cell 

compartments to the other, leading again to electrolyte solution imbalances over time due to 

products and charged species migration. A single electrolyte for both the cathodic and anodic 

half-cells with external mixing was then adopted as a solution to the problem. Various salts 

were evaluated as candidates to replace KCl (which cannot be used at the anode due to 

chlorine gas evolution) and the only one deemed suitable was Cs2SO4, owing to its good ionic 

conductivity and high solubility. The combination of the diaphragm, concentrated Cs2SO4 

solution and electrolyte mixing, afforded a stable system with a significantly low cell voltage. 

To further decrease the internal resistance of the electrolyzer, the distance between the 

electrodes was decreased (from 8.5 mm to 4.5 mm) and the temperature of the electrolyte was 

increased (from 20 °C to 60 °C). Placing the anode against the diaphragm removed the 

resistance introduced by the electrolyte in the anode compartment, while the temperature 

increase offered better ionic conductivity and more favorable reaction conditions. Collectively, 

these reactor modifications achieved a notably low cell voltage of 2.89 V at industrially relevant 

current densities (−200 mA cm−2). The favorable |Ecell| could be maintained during electrolysis 

along with stable electrolyte composition and pH owing to the mixing setup, and although the 

liquid products can potentially reach the anode and oxidize to CO2, directing the catalyst 

selectivity towards gas products can effectively address this issue. 

Copper is unique as it can form multicarbon products alongside monocarbon ones. However, 

the limited selectivity towards a single product is considered a disadvantage. Through 

modification of the catalyst, it is possible to improve the selectivity and target specific products. 

Among various modification techniques, molecular surface modification is a promising 

strategy, despite the almost complete absence of investigations of this approach in acid 
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conditions. In the conclusive phase of the project, surface modification effects in acid were 

studied with 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EMIMBF4) and 

tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA). The deposition of an organic EMIMBF4-derived layer was 

achieved via the one-electron reduction of the EMIM+ cation. Several characterization 

techniques (electron microscopy, XPS, ATR-FTIR) were used to elucidate the nature of the 

electrodeposited film, which retained the signatures of the imidazolium structure with no 

evidence of dimerization. The presence of the IL-layer favored the formation of C2+ products 

at all current densities tested (from −50 mA cm−2 to −300 mA cm−2), while showing a stability 

in terms of selectivity and cathodic voltage over several hours, an indication of the robustness 

of the modification. In addition, the organic film resulted in a partial selectivity towards CO2R 

even in an alkali-metal-free acidic electrolyte, which usually leads to complete selectivity 

towards HER. The TDPA evaluation reported here is limited to preliminary tests. In this case, 

the deposition on copper was achieved through a self-assembly method with different 

TDPA/catalyst ratios, thus modified nanoparticles with varying amount of TDPA were obtained. 

The effect on the selectivity was dependent on the current density and the ratio chosen. In 

almost all of the tests, despite an increase in H2 formation, the modification enhanced the 

selectivity for C2+ products at the expenses of C1 species, yielding remarkably high C2+/C1 

ratios. 

 

5.2 Future perspectives  

Much work is still needed to develop CO2 electrolyzers that meet all the requirements to form 

cheap renewable carbon products. From the results gathered in this work, further 

advancements improving and building on the previously described setups can be envisaged 

to reach the goal of commercial CO2 reduction. 

Considering the recycling system shown in Chapter 2, the high cell voltage of the reactor can 

be lowered by employing more efficient BPMs, without sacrificing the long term electrolyte 
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stability that they provide. For example, catalyst-loaded BPMs decrease the potential of the 

water dissociation at the interlayer and could soon be ready for evaluation in long term CO2R 

tests.161,162 

As for the results presented in Chapter 3, additional modifications can contribute to further 

reduce the cell voltage. A full MEA configuration could be adopted, meaning that the cathode 

would be also pressed against the cell separator, thus implementing a zero-gap configuration 

for the reactor which would eliminate the resistance introduced by the flowing catholyte.102 

Alternatively, in membraneless configurations the compartment separator is removed, avoiding 

any associated voltage drop, and could maintain the separation of cathodic and anodic 

products through the use of a laminar electrolyte flow.268 The oxidation reaction at the anode 

can also be switched from OER to one with a lower energy requirement, such as glycerol 

oxidation269 and chloride oxidation (despite the health hazards of the latter).270 Regarding the 

cathode itself, catalysts with lower overpotentials for CO2R could be employed, by changing 

either the morphology or the composition of the catalyst. In addition, choosing a catalyst 

selective for gas products (CO and C2H4)49,200,201 provides a straightforward solution to the 

problem of the liquid products oxidation at the anode. Finally, more uniform heating of the 

entire setup, achieved with an oven, would provide a stable and consistent temperature to all 

the reactor components.170 

Regarding the deposition of molecular species on the catalyst surface discussed in Chapter 4, 

several other molecules can be considered to suppress HER and/or direct the selectivity 

towards the target products. Electrodeposition can be applied to a wide range of molecules 

encompassing other ionic liquids,240 iodonium271 and sulfonium272 ions. On the other hand, 

depositions that do not involve prior reduction of the species could concern quaternary 

ammonium groups, like dodecyltrimethylammonium,273 cetyltrimethylammonium274, and similar 

positively charged molecules. 
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The findings outlined in this thesis positively contributed to advancements in the field of CO2 

electrochemical conversion by providing an array of strategies to improve the reactor 

performance. Through combination and development of the insights gathered on reactant 

utilization, cell voltage, and selectivity, CO2 reduction is on the way to transition from a lab-

scale reaction to a process converting gigatonnes of a harmful greenhouse gas into valuable 

feedstock. 
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Chapter 6 

 

Experimental Procedures 

 

6.1 Materials 

All chemicals employed were of reagent grade or better. CH3COOCu, CH3COOK, CH3COOH, 

KCl, H2SO4, KHSO4, KOH, HCOOH, ethanol (96% v/v), 1-propanol, terephthalic acid, Cu 

nanopowder (40-60 nm size), Nafion 117 (5 wt% in lower aliphatic alcohols and water), and 

TDPA were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Cs2SO4 was bought from Fisher. KH2PO4 and 

K2HPO4 were purchased from Roth. Methanol was ordered from Carlo Erba. D2O was bought 

from Eurisotop. ΕΜΙΜBF4 was ordered from IoLiTec. Nickel foam was purchased from 

Goodfellow. IrOx-coated carbon paper was bought from Dioxide Materials. 

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane (0.45 μm pore size) was ordered from Sartorius. 

Nafion membrane (Nafion 115) was purchased from Sigma. Bipolar membrane (Fumasep) 

was bought from Fuel Cell Store. Zirfon diaphragm (UTP 220) was bought from Agfa. 

Ultrapure Milli-Q H2O was employed for preparations and washing. 
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6.2 Synthesis and preparations 

Nanoparticle synthesis 

Copper acetate (0.74 g) was dissolved in ethanol (80 mL, 96%) and sonicated for 2-3 h until 

complete dissolution.151 The blue solution was placed in the PTFE liner of an autoclave (125 

mL, Parr Instrument Company) and then heated at 200 °C for 20 h in a Carbolite Gero 

CWF1213 furnace. After this time, a clear solution was obtained with the dark-brown CuO 

nanoparticles deposited at the bottom of the liner. The product was then washed twice with 

distilled water, three times with ethanol and dried under vacuum for 24 h before use (yield ~ 

80%). 

Electrode preparation 

The gas diffusion electrodes (GDEs) were prepared using a methanolic ink containing the 

nanoparticles (Cu, CuO, or modified TDPA-modified CuO, 10 mg mL−1) and Nafion 117 as a 

binder (1:1 ratio NPs(mg)/Nafion(µL)). The suspension was sonicated for 1 h to allow good 

dispersion of the particles. The ink was then spray-coated onto a onto a PTFE membrane 

confined to a circular diameter of 2 cm2 to obtain a total mass loading of approximately 2.25 

mg cm−2 after drying under vacuum. 

Phosphonic acid deposition 

Different amounts of TDPA were dispersed in methanol by sonicating for 1 h, forming white 

turbid suspensions. Then, commercial Cu NPs were added to the suspensions and the 

resulting mixture was sonicated for 20 min at (42 ± 1 °C). Afterwards, the modified 

nanoparticles were washed 5 times with methanol and then placed in a desiccator for at least 

24 h before testing. 
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6.3 Physical characterization 

Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were obtained using a Jeol 2100F 

microscope and a gold grid as the sample support. 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was conducted using a SU-70 Hitachi FEG-

SEM equipped with an X-Max 50 mm2 Oxford spectrometer for energy dispersive X-Ray 

spectroscopy (EDX) measurements. Before the analysis the GDEs were washed with Milli-Q 

water, dried overnight in a desiccator. A carbon coating was applied to ensure conductivity 

before the analysis. 

XRD 

X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were obtained from a D8 ADVANCE diffractometer (Bruker) using 

a Cu Kα X-ray source (1.5406Å). Peaks were attributed using the PDF-2/release 2013 RDB 

database. 

XPS 

X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (XPS) spectra were obtained using an Omicron Argus X-

ray photoelectron spectrometer equipped with a monochromate AlKα radiation source (hν = 

1486.6 eV) as well as a 280 W electron beam power. The diameter of analyzed area on the 

GDEs was 1 mm2. The emission of photoelectrons from the GDEs was analyzed at a takeoff 

angle of 45° under ultra-high vacuum conditions (≤ 10−9 mbar). Survey spectra were carried 

out with a 100 eV pass energy, while for the high-resolution N 1s spectra the pass energy was 

20 eV. All binding energies were calibrated against the C 1s (C-C) binding energy at 284.8 eV 

and Scofield factors were used to correct the elements’ peak intensities. The spectra were 

fitted using Casa XPS v.2.3.15 software (Casa Software Ltd, U.K.) and applying a 

Gaussian:Lorentzian ratio (G:L) equal to 70:30. 
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ATR-FTIR 

Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR-FTIR) measurements 

were obtained using a Brucker VERTEX 70 FTIR spectrometer equipped with a diamond ATR 

accessory (QuestTM, Specac). The spectra were collected in the wavenumber range from 400 

cm−1 to 4000 cm−1, maintaining a spectral resolution of 4 cm−1. Each spectrum was obtained 

from an aggregate of 100 scans to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. After acquisition, the 

spectra were processed through a series of steps including baseline correction, atmospheric 

vapor compensation (water vapor and CO2 signal subtraction) and a smoothing function for 

improved clarity and precision in spectral features. 

WCA 

Water contact angle (WCA) was measured using a Drop Shape Analyzer (DSA25) from 

KRÜSS. The measurements were performed at room temperature and ambient humidity on 

GDE samples. Each sample was measured at three different locations and the average value 

was reported. 

 

6.4 Electrochemical procedures 

All electrochemical experiments were conducted with a BioLogic VSP300 or VMP3 potentiostat 

with a 20 A current booster. Electrocatalysis was conducted in a custom-made gas-fed flow 

cell (Sphere Ltd.). A leak-free Ag/AgCl/KCl3.4M reference electrode (Innovative Instruments 

Ltd.) was used. The PTFE-based GDEs were electrically contacted using Cu tape and confined 

to a geometric area of 1 cm2. Electrical connection of the anode was provided by the conductive 

back plate in a two-gap configuration, while Cu tape was used for a one-gap setup. The 

required pre-activation of the GDEs involved consecutive LSVs under CO2 flow with a sweep 

rate of 25 mV s−1 between −0.5 to −1.9 V vs. Ag/AgCl until stabilization of the current response. 

The voltage values given are not iR corrected, unless otherwise specified. 
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6.4.1 ECSA 

The electrochemical surface area (ECSA) was measured through the capacitance of the GDEs 

in 0.05 M H2SO4 / 3 M KCl solution under a CO2 flow rate of 10 mL min−1. The capacitance 

was measured by analyzing the cyclic voltammograms of the cathodes at −0.495 V vs. Ag/AgCl 

using Equation 6.1: 

C v = 
j
a
 - j

c

2
 6.1 

where C is the capacitance (F), ja is the anodic current density at −0.495 V vs. Ag/AgCl (A 

cm−2), jc is the cathodic current density at −0.495 V vs. Ag/AgCl (A cm−2) and v is the scan rate 

(V s−1). The value of the capacitance was found by plotting the right side of the equation against 

the scan rate. The ECSA was subsequently identified as the difference between the 

capacitance of the GDEs compared to a flat 1 cm2 Cu surface.216 

 

6.5 Operational parameters 

The CO2 feed flow rate was varied between 20 and 0.4 mL min−1 using a mass flow controller 

(Bronkhurst), and double checked with gas flow meters (MesaLabs Defender 530+ and Ellutia 

7000). The flow meter data logging software (MesaLabs DryCalPro) was used to monitor real-

time flow rates. Catholyte and anolyte were circulated using a peristaltic pump at a rate of 25 

mL min−1 for the results described in Chapter 2 and 4, while the rate was set to 60 mL min−1 

for the tests in Chapter 3. The Ar flow rate purging the electrolyte was set 35 mL min−1 in all 

cases, except for the CO2 recycling experiment (Chapter 2) when it was changed to 20 mL 

min−1. The catholyte reservoir outlet (termed main reservoir outlet when a mixing configuration 

is employed) and the direct outlet were connected to a gas trap (together or separately) to 

carry the gas products to the gas chromatograph (GC) for quantification (Section 6.6.4). 

Additionally, calibrated flow meters (MesaLabs Defender 530+ and Ellutia 7000) were used to 
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verify flow rates before and after the GC inlet and outlet to ensure the correct flow value was 

recorded and to establish the portion of CO2 utilized to account for mass balance. CO2 

consumption, crossover of liquid products and bubble formation in the catholyte have all been 

taken into account to assure the accuracy of product detection at all flow rates.275 The catholyte 

and anolyte volumes were 20 mL each for all experiments unless otherwise specified. When 

the electrolyte is externally mixed (Chapter 3) the total amount of solution was 30 mL. Gas 

products for controlled current electrolysis experiments were recorded at 20 min, while the 

liquid products were sampled after 30 min of electrolysis. For experiments longer than 30 min, 

liquid samples were extracted using a syringe every hour and the gas products were recorded 

every 20 min. The electrolyte temperature was increased by putting the main reservoir in a hot 

water bath, while the degassing reservoir is partially insulated with aluminum foil (Chapter 3). 

The remaining parts of the system (cell and tubes) have no mean of thermal insulation. The 

temperature of the electrolyte solution in the degassing reservoir is slightly lower than the one 

in the main reservoir, hence the values given above (40 and 60 °C) are a mean of these two 

temperatures. 

6.5.1 IL deposition 

The optimal IL deposition was performed by applying −10 mA cm−2 for 30 minutes to the Cu 

GDEs in a 0.5 M EMIMBF4 aqueous solution under inert atmosphere and then allowing the 

electrode to reach open circuit potential. The electrodeposition can take place in a separate 

container or within the flow cell with an electrolyte flow rate of 9 mL min−1 by replacing the 

catholyte reservoir with one containing the EMIMBF4 solution. In the first case, after deposition, 

the electrode is removed from the separate container, rinsed thoroughly with water, and placed 

in the flow cell to perform CO2R experiments. In the second case, after deposition, water is 

flown for at least two minutes in the catholyte chamber to ensure that excess IL is evacuated 

before filling the chamber with the catholyte and running CO2R tests. 
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6.6 Quantification 

6.6.1 Product analysis 

Gas products 

Gas products were detected on-line using an SRI instruments 8610 GC with Ar as the carrier 

gas. The GC was fitted with a thermal conductivity detector for H2 quantification, where the gas 

was separated using a HaySepD precolumn with a 3 m molecular sieve column. Carbon 

products were separated using a 5 m HaySepD column (CO, C2H4) and detected using a 

flame-ionization detector fitted with a methanizer. Calibration was performed using a custom 

standard gas mixture in CO2. 

The FE for gas products was calculated using Equation 6.2: 

FE (%) = 
nproduct × nelectrons × F

(Qt=0 - Qt=x)
 6.2 

Where nproduct is the amount of product obtained (mol), nelectrons is the number of electrons used 

to make the product, F is the Faraday constant (C mol−1), Qt=0 is the charge at the time of the 

injection, and Qt=x is the charge at time x seconds before the injection, representing the time 

taken to fill the sample loop, with x depending on the combined flow rate of Ar and CO2 as well 

as the loop size (0.5 mL). 

Liquid products 

Liquid products were analyzed using 1H NMR with a presaturation water suppression method 

on a Bruker Advance III 300 MHz spectrometer at 300 K. D2O was used as the lock solvent 

and an aqueous solution of terephthalic acid was used as an internal standard for 

quantification. The FE for liquid products is also calculated with Equation 6.2. 
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6.6.2 Figures of merit 

Single-Pass Conversion Calculation 

The single-pass conversion to CO2R products was calculated using Equation 6.3: 

SPC (%) = ∑ {[(
j
product

 × 60 s

nelectrons × F
 )  ÷ (

flow rate

24.05
)]  × carbon atoms × 100} 6.3 

Where jproduct is the partial current density for a particular product (mA cm−2), nelectrons is the 

number of electrons needed for the reduction, F is the Faraday constant (C mol−1), the flow 

rate is the one chosen for CO2 (L min−1), and 24.05 L equals to the molar volume of a gas at 

normal temperature and pressure. The total SPC is obtained by adding the single-pass 

conversion values for each carbon product. 

Productivity Calculation 

The productivity (P, mg of reduced CO2 min−1 cm−2) was calculated for each CO2 feed flow rate 

value according to Equation 6.4: 

P = mmCO2 × 
CO2 red

tGC × A
 ×1000 6.4 

Where mmCO2 is the molar mass of CO2 (g mol−1), CO2 red is the amount of reduced CO2 (mol), 

tGC is the time needed to fill the GC loop (min) with a specific CO2 feed flow rate and A is the 

area of the electrode (cm2). The GC loop volume (0.5 mL) is the unit used to quantify the 

amounts of CO2 and products. 

Utilization calculation 

The CO2 utilization is defined as the percentage of CO2 used for generation of products and 

was calculated using Equation 6.5. ṅCO
2
total is the sum of the molar flows of the feed CO2 and 

r-CO2 circulating in the system, and therefore represents the total amount of CO2 available for 
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reaction. ṅCO
2
unused is the molar flow of CO2 that does not go towards products and is vented 

from the system, which is then detected in the GC.  

utilization (%) = 
ṅCO2total − ṅCO2unused

ṅCO2total

 × 100 6.5 

6.6.3 Electrolyte Analysis 

The quantification of K+ was performed with a Nexion 2000B inductively coupled plasma atomic 

mass spectrometer (Perkin-Elmer) using the Syngistix™ software. 

6.6.4 Outlet Stream Analysis 

The assessment of the gas output of the reactor was conducted through analysis of the gas 

stream composition of each outlet. Figure 6.1 shows a simplified version of the reactor setup 

valid for all the configurations tested. Only the gas outlet are shown, for a complete scheme of 

the setup refer to Sections 2.2.5 and 3.2.5. The gas streams can be analyzed together (up to 

two outlets at a time) or separately. 

 

Figure 6.1 Illustration of the flow cell gas outlets (1, 2 and 3) and path to GC (4). 
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6.7 Physical model 

A monodimensional (1D) 2-phase model of the porous catalyst in contact with the electrolyte 

was modelled at steady state and at isothermal conditions (T = 298.15 K). A schematic 

representation of the model with associated boundary conditions is shown in Figure 6.2. The 

length of the catalyst is set as experimentally determined (6 µm) and the diffuse layer thickness 

was set as 100 µm as in previous studies.276,277 

The bulk electrolyte is 3 M KCl and 0.05 M sulfuric acid (pH=1). The electrolyte contains 6 

dissolved species: CO2, K+, H+, OH–, HCO3
– and CO3

2–. To calculate the concentration of CO2 

dissolved in the bulk (C0
CO2,aq) the Henry’s law was used assuming a fugacity equal to 1 bar 

(Equation 6.6): 

 

6.6 

where the Henry’s constant, in mol L−1 atm−1 was calculated as follows (Equations 6.7 and 6.8): 

 

6.7 

Figure 6.2 Illustration of the 1D model. 
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6.8 

 

For CO2 at 1 atm and 298.15 K the concentration of CO2 in aqueous phase (CCO2,aq) amounts 

to 33.62 mol m−3. This concentration needs to be corrected, as a result of the high 

concentration of ions present in the electrolyte278 (Equations 6.9 and 6.10). 

 

6.9 

 
where 

 

6.10 

 
 

The model parameters for concentration correction are reported in Table 6.1:278 

 

In this case for a solution of 0.05 M H2SO4 and 3 M KCl, hG and the corrected concentration of 

CO2 in the electrolyte (CCO2,aq) amount to 0.017m3 kmol−1 and 0.73 mol m−3, respectively. 

Different acid/base carbonate and water dissociation reactions occur in the electrolyte. None 

of the reactions were assumed to be in equilibrium and the kinetic expressions used to 

calculate the rate of reaction of the species i (ri) are written as follows (Equation 6.11): 

Table 6.1 Parameters for the concentration correction. 
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6.11 

 
The following homogeneous reactions take place in the porous electrode domain, as well as 

in the diffuse layer domain: 

The kinetic parameters used on the homogeneous reaction rates are reported in Table 6.2:139  

 

Table 6.2 Kinetic parameters for the homogeneous reaction rates. 
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Concerning charge transfer reactions, they only occur in the porous electrode domain: 

 

In this case, as a first approach, only the consumption of CO2 and production of OH− have 

been considered, since these are the only species that have a direct impact on the pH.139 The 

reaction rates for these processes were calculated according to Equations 6.12 and 6.13: 

 

6.12 

 

 

6.13 

 

where, i, ϵ, F, Lcatalyst and FEi correspond to the current, porous fraction of the electrode, 

Faraday constant and faradaic efficiency of the species i, respectively. As a result, this model 

relies on the use of experimental information as input (faradaic efficiencies as function of the 

current). 

6.7.1 Governing equations 

A reaction-diffusion model was implemented to simulate the local pH changes using COMSOL 

Multiphysics 5.5 software. This model was solved at steady state, however its implementation 

on transient state requires minor modifications. In the case of the diffuse layer the mass 

balance for each species can be written as Equations 6.14 and 6.15: 
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6.14 

 

where 

 

6.15 

The diffusion coefficients for the species i are shown in Table 6.3:139 

 

The porous electrode domain was considered as an effective porous media with the following 

mass balance for each species. Here the porosity (ϵ) was set to 0.6 and the effective diffusion 

coefficients were corrected with the Bruggeman model according to the following equations: 

 

6.16 

 

where 

 

6.17 

 

 

6.18 

 

 

6.19 

 
 

  

Table 6.3 Diffusion coefficients for the different species. 
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Table A.1 Complete reaction equations for a device in which CO2R is coupled with OER. The 

cell potential values (|E°cell|) of the complete reaction are calculated with the following 

equation: |E°cell| = |ECO2R – EOER|. 
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Figure A.1 TEM images of the CuO NPs synthesized at different temperatures. (a) 150 °C, 

10 nm; (b) 180 °C, 35 nm; (c) 200 °C, 50 nm; (d) 210 °C, 80 nm. 

Figure A.2 Activation LSVs to obtain metallic Cu.  
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Figure A.4 LSV scan of a 0.5 M EMIMBF4 solution under inert atmosphere with a glassy 

carbon electrode. Scan rate: 100 mV s−1. 

Figure A.3 CO2 feed low rate and temperature influence on potential (a) and product selectivity 

(b). The electrolysis were carried out for 30 min each at −200 mA cm−2 in a 3 M Cs2SO4 solution 

(pH 5) and a C | 1 | DIA | A configuration. Lowering the feed flow rate of CO2 increases the 

selectivity for multicarbon products. 
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Figure A.5 Cross section of the IL-coated Cu NPs layer. 


